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Tom wants to know why he has to
pay for the free stuff.
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Sports
The Indians have their backs
against the wall.
PageS

Campus
Hispanic Heritage Month is
celebrated.
Page 3

Gish Theater presenting education
documentary
A documentary offering a
close-up view of America's
schools will be shown October 12 in the Gish Film
Theater. "Children in
America's Schools," which
previewed on PBS last
month, will be shown at 7:30
p.m The theater is located
on the first floor of Hanna
Hall.
Produced by the Saint
Hayden Co., the documentary illustrates the vast
differences in facilities
available to young students.
Camera crews visited
schools in Ohio, which is
considered to be representative of the nation's educational system. Among the
classroom buildings shown
are dilapidated rural schols
In Vinton County in southeastern Ohio and stateof-the-art classrooms in the
Perry Local Schools in the
northeast sector of the
state.

Men's Chorus
releases new CD

The University Men's
Chorus, under the direction
of Richard Mat hey, has
released a new compact
disc titled "Brothers In
Song." The disc features 21
songs including "Ave Marla" by Franz Blebl, "The
Fear of the Lord" by Michael Cox and "I Shall See
Her Today" arranged by
University alumnus Thomas More Scott.
"Brothers in Song," the
group's third release, can
be purchased from the College of Musical Arts choral
activities department for
$16, which includes shipping and handling. Contact
the the College of Musical
Arts at 372-2181 to order.

Treehouse
Troupe announces
auditions
The University Theatre
has announced dates for
students to audition and be
part of the 1997 Treehouse
Troupe. The touring company performs plays for
children. This year the
company will stage "The
Invisible Hunters" and
"Falstaff and Friends" •dapted by F. Scott Regan, a
professor of theatre and director of the troupe.
Auditions will be held at 7
p.m. Oct. 14 and at 4:30 p.m.
Oct. 15 in 400 University
Hall. Auditions are open to
all interested University
students. The company will
travel to elementary
schools In northwest Ohio
during the spring semester.
Students in the troupe will
receive six hours of academic credit. For additional
information contact Regan
at 372-7179.
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Faculty Senate
absenteeism
causes delays
Veronica Gold, the secretary
for the Faculty Senate, explained
it is creating a problem for the
Lack of regular attendance in ongoing business of the Senate.
the Faculty Senate has postponed
resolutions on the agenda re"It prevents them from doing
cently, causing actions for im- their work," Gold said. "We don't
provement to be discussed know what happened."
among the Senate.
Lunde explained that a large
In order to pass an amendment problem with the Senate this
to the charter, two-thirds of the year is the amount of senators
entire Senate must vote affirma- leaving the meetings early.
tively. This makes passage There are no provisions requirnearly impossible when at- ing members of the Senate to
tendance is down. Hal Lunde, stay for the entlrity of the meetFaculty Senate chairman, ex- ing.
plained after two absences a
"People who leave early weasenator is notified that they are ken the possiblity of passage,"
only permitted three absences Lunde said. "They create an imunder the Faculty Senate rules pact by leaving."
located in the charter. If a memHe said the issue will be
ber is absent three times, the seat brought before the Senate again
is vacated and another election is in the form of a resolution. Lunde
held to replace it.
is confident his collegues will reThey are not permitted to seek alize the importance of the issue.
a re-election for a year after they
"I've got enough faith in the
were removed. "Its the responsi- Senate that they will attend and
bility of each senator," Lunde stay," Lunde said.
said. "The law is pretty stiff."
Gold said the Senate needs to
According to Lunde, the Facul- be addressed before the problem
ty Senate is looking at the options gets too far out of hand. She said
involved in raising the at- it has been brought up to the
tendance at meetings. He said Senate Executive Committee and
that among the items discussed further action is pending.
for change in the proceedures
"Some want to talk about it,"
are a change in the agenda and Gold said. "We dont know what
the "best policing possible."
will happen."

Darla Wamock

The BC News

Power outage due to
transformer problem
The BC News
Students across campus woke
up to blinking clocks Thursday as
buildings lost electricity due to a
problem in the Cent rex Building.
Cllf Boutelle, Public Relations
director, said the problem occurred around 4 a.m. when a bad
connection between a transformer and high voltage breaker
caused the outage. The failed
connection disrupted power in
Kohl Hall, Rodgers Quadrangle,
The Commons, Centrex Building
and Education Building.
"Our electricians came in and
began to work on that, and by
8:30 am. power had been
restored to everything but the
Centrex Building," Boutelle said.
While a high voltage company
addressed the situation, a generator provided by the city pro-

"Our electricians
came in and began to
work on that, and by
8:30 a.m. power had
been restored to
everything but the
Centrex Building."
Clif Boutelle
Public Relations director
vided the Centrex Building with
power.
Carl Cogar, assistant vice
president for the Physical Plant,
said he could not estimate the
cost of the damage, but said it
would be "minimal."
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Bob Dole accuses President Clinton of liberalism In a new ad. Dole claims a second Clinton term
would be a revival of big government.

Campaign ads set tone
for presidential debate
Kevin Gilvln
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Setting a
tone for the first presidential
debate. Bob Dole accused
President Clinton of liberalism
in a tough new ad while Clinton
released two TV spots promoting his achievements in office.
The latest wave of political
ads also Includes a spot urging
blacks to vote for Clinton, the
first in a series of TV, radio
and print ads targeted at specific voting blocs.
In the two weeks leading up
to Sunday's debate In Hartford,
Conn., Dole has warned audiences that a second Clinton
term would mean a revival of
big government.
The new Dole spot continues
that theme and uses Clinton's
statement about taxes last year
to a Texas audience - "It might
surprise you to know that I
think I raised them too much,
too" - as a lesson in "how to
speak liberal."
"That's liberal for, 'I raised
your taxes and got caught,' " a
female announcer says in a
needling voice.
The Dole campaign planned
to air the spot in Washington
and Connecticut as well as on
network television.
While Dole, who trails Clinton by large margins In

national polls, is taking an aggressive tack, the president's
new ads stay above the fray for
the most part.
One Clinton ad released
Thursday portrays the president as a champion of curfews
and "school uniforms to instill
discipline," as well as an
enemy of cigarettes.
"President Clinton is moving
forward, helping parents teach
our children responsibility,"
the announcer says.
There was one reference to
Dole, tying him to House
Speaker Newt Gingrich and
saying the two Republicans
"tried to slash school anti-drug
programs. They'd take us
back."
A second new ad is to feature
excerpts from Clinton
speeches, campaign aides said.
At the same time, the Clinton
campaign was airing the first
in what will be a series of spots
from both parties targeted at
key voting blocs.
"Who Are You Voting For?"
features black men and women
urging people to vote for Clinton and asserting that Republicans want cuts that would hurt
minorities. It says black unemployment is at a 20-year low.
The spot shows Clinton with
Vice President Al Gore and
says the president has "been
there, delivering the things you

The AiMclate4 Praii

President Clinton promotes
his achievements In office.
and your family care about. ...
Unlike Dole-Gingrich Republicans who want to slash, cut and
eliminate these programs at
your expense."
Clinton media adviser Bill
Knapp suggested the president's lead allowed him to do
more tailoring, while Dole
needed to "move the national
needle" before he could begin
targeting spots narrowly.
Dole aides suggested that
they were close to issuing regional spots, too. Although they
declined to say whom they
would target, Dole has struggled to make inroads with
women voters.
Clinton's targeted spot is airing on Black Entertainment
Television as well as on the Fox
Network's "Martin" program
in Indianapolis, Jacksonville
and West Palm Beach, Fla

BG will play OSU

Pickin' apples

Scott Brown
The BC News

Eva Marie Saint
presents 'Born Yesterday'
The classic American
comedy "Born Yesterday"
by Garion Kan In comes to
the Eva Marie Saint Theatre
in early October. The University Theatre production
will be presented at 8 p.m.
Oct. 9-12 and at 2 p.m. Oct.
13. The play, first produced
in 1946, had one of the
longest runs of a nonmusical on Broadway. Its
subject, empowerment
through education, continues to endure today.
Compiled from staff and
win report*.
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The News'
Briefs

NEWS

Falcons take on Toledo.

1U liHdMUnm
Joseph aid Teresa Copeland pick apples from their orchard. The Copelands have had the orchard
for almost 30 years.

The Falcon football team is headed to Columbus next year.
University Athletics Director Ron Zwierlein announced Thursday
that Bowling Green will fill the open date on Ohio State's football
schedule in 1997.
The Falcons and Buckeyes will meet Sept. 13 at Ohio Stadium, the
second trip there in five seasons for the program.
"Obviously, we are excited about it," Zwierlein said. "It's a great
opportunity for BGSU, and it's a great opportunity for the state of
Ohio. There are so many plusses to playing a game like this.
"I'm glad that we were able to make it work."
Ohio State announced the open date earlier this year after a paperwork mix-up with the University of Oregon, which had been scheduled to play the Buckeyes on Sept. 13.
The Falcons were originally slated to host Central Florida on that
date, but that team will play Nebraska Instead.
"This is in keeping with our commitment to playing in-state
schools," said Archie Griffin, Ohio State associate athletics director.
"There were a number of schools that were Interested, in-state and
out-of-state, but we are happy to have Bowling Green."
See OSU, page flve^

Opinion
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to the Ground It's free, at the price of eleven bucks

The Gideons were here to visit us again. Just as
they were last year. They sure were friendly with their
green Bibles. And they made sure that you couldn't
get away from them. We think they would make some
of the best salespeople on earth. Cleveland Indians
players would do themselves some good to pick up
one of those Bibles and PRAY. Go Tribe!
•
•
•
•'
It's a meteorologist's nightmare, multiple-personalities style. We're really big fans of having warm-tothe-point-of-sweat weather one day, only to have it
colder than you-know-what the next. Welcome to
Bowling Green.
•
•
•
•
Time to join the coalition for a Rocket-free Ohio.
Tomorrow, at the Glass Bowl in Toledo, is the match
of the season, rival wise. Go watch the Falcons trounce
the UT Rockets (come on, it only takes twenty minutes to get there). Kick-off at 7 p.m. And what better
occasion to have a Saturday night parry than to celebrate BG beating the Rockets?
•
•
»
•
Be sure to visit the Career Services EXPO (Exploring Placement Opportunities) in Lenhart Grand
Ballroom on Tuesday, October 8 from 1:15 - 5 p.m.
Potential REAL employers (no, "Would you like fries
with that?" type Jobs) will be on-hand and may be
INTERVIEWING on Wednesday. October 9 (Hint for
those of you approaching graduating jobless). Bring
your resume (actually, several of them). Dress up.
Get a real job.
•
*
•
•
Next week could very well one of the most exciting weeks on campus (save the last week of school) —
Homecoming Week! Visit the Union Oval for activities
such as Sumo Slam, king and queen voting, tie-dying. Fantasy Photos, and so on and so forth. Check it
out!
•
•
•
•

Irrelevant subject for the
week. My other personality
Steve Is very ticked off at me.
It seems that T have been using the Improper pronouns In
the columns that "we" write.
There has been much debate In the last year over which
one of us Is actually the funny
one. I argue that I am the one
that actually writes the columns, while he claims to come
up with the best Jokes.
He does have a point. My
best Joke: Two guys walk into
a bar. Ouch! (Get It? You see
the two guys, and the bar ...
never mind.)
His best Joke: Waiting until my bladder is full, then taking over my body and laughing
really hard. He also uses this
as torture to get what he wants,
i.e. this explanation on our
writing style plus the future use
of "we" In all columns.
What can you do? In order to prevent wetting my pants
dally In public. I must concede
victory to Steve. From now on.
the pronouns "me." "myself."
and "I" will be used sparingly.
If at all. Instead, we're going to
go with "we." "wyself," and "Y."
(Steve may have won the battle,
j but
I can still insert lamejckes
when he's not looking.)
Now for today's column.
If you're like most college

Mather
students, you've always wondered how to get free stuff, not
Just for yourself, but for everyone. "If only there was some
sort of book about that," you
might think, "but what on earth
would they call it?"
They'd call it Free Stuff
for Everyone: Especially College Students. I saw an advertisement for this book recently
and was instantly amused.
"What? Do you have to pay
for this book on free stuff?" I
asked no one In particular.
"Eleven dollars?!?! What kind
of moron would actually- ...
Hey. Walt Just a minute. Free
posters? Free toys? Free CRAFT
PATTERNS? I'd better send for
mine today."
And so I did. Steve would
like to take this opportunity to
remind everyone that he had no
part in this.
The book begins by stating that they "are acting as
newspaper or magazine investigative reporters." We shall report these findings as best I
can, occasionally Improving on

the wording and Ignoring grammar altogether.
Today we shall look at
many of the free brochures one
might send away for. such as
the: B-B-Brochure on s-s-stuttt-tertng. (All the actual headings from the book are underlined.)
You can also send for a
free brochure on:
How to keep your car looking young. We can't give away
all the secrets, but can you say.
"Just for Men Hair Coloring?":
50 ways to conquer procrastination. Step #1: Never,
ever take the time to buy a book
on how" to get free stuff.
Caring for clothes. If you
love them, they'll love you back.

How to buy a diamond

Start with a few thousand dollars. Go to the jewelry store.
Pick one. Oops. I guess now you
don't need the brochure.
Hnw tp gef; started on vour
family tree. (It really says this.
Seriously.) See also- Free: Russian Brides.

Water- The beverage for

life. Free brochure with Information on the benefits of water. Benefit # 1: You won't die.
Reporting cash payments
over $10.000. See also: (free
brochure) So, you're in the
Mafia.

How to tell when labor be gins- When your water balloon
breaks. Note: if you're an actress In a TV program, labor
can only begin on an elevator.
For TV show moms-to-be, see
also: So. you don't have a real,
doctor. Just someone who plays
one on TV.
Hidden Fav In the American Diet. Normally, we might
Just assume this is a typo for
"Hidden Fat In the American
Diet." I don't buy this. I think
It's high time we figured out
who "Fay" Is. and why she's
hiding in my Diet Coke.
Taking care of your family
when diarrhea strikes. -Question. Who are you? Why are
you taking care of your family
If you have diarrhea?
Believe it or not. this Is
only part one of the "Free Stuff"
series. Next week. I (we?) shall
discuss free non-brochure
items, some interesting 1-800
numbers listed In the amazing
book-o-Free-Stuff, and the funniest town name in Colorado.
Both Tom and Steve can be
reached at mather@bgnet. Not
that anyone besides my (our)
friends has (have) ever written
to me lus) on e-mail about my
column. Maybe Steve will be
more popular. Maybe Steve will
get e-mail. Maybe Steve can do
my homework/or me.

714-21H

Next Tuesday is Take Back The Night, the annual march supported by Womyn for Womyn and
Panhellenic Council. This is a symbolic march protesting violence (domestic violence, rape, and others)
against women. Meet up at the courthouse at 8:30
next Tuesday, march at 9:30. It's a way to make the
world better for everyone.
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I am appalled at the lack
of education some otherwise
Intelligent people have when it
comes to the subject of AIDS.
The woman who write about the
"Defense of Marriage Act" In the
September 23rd issue of The
BG News Is no exception. She
states In her letter tha homosexuals knowingly spread AIDS
by participating In "unsafe"
sexual acts. She never once
mentions the fact that the number of heterosexuals that have
AIDS from uinsafe sex has
grown uncontrollably In the
past 10 years.
She also mentions that
she watched her cousin die of
AlDs. yet it Is obvious that his/
her passing away was not
enough to compel her curiousty
about the disease. I am very
sorry to her and her family for
their loss, but I also know how
Important It is for them to become educated about a disease
that has hit so close to home.
AIDS Is spreading so fast
because of the fact that people
have begun to Ignore the warnings about safe sex. Those who
feel that It can never happen to
them are the ones who will
more often be Infected. I am a
heterosexual female, and I
know that I have Just as great,
if not greater, risk of contracting AIDS through unsafe sex as
a homosexuals female of my
ager. It is important for all of
us to use our heads and practice safe sex.
As for her comments
about homosexuality being Immoral and demoralizing to our
nation, who are any of us to
decide what is good or moral for

-"

Letters to the Edit

^

the rest of our country? Just
as it is each individual's choice
as to whom they marry, or have
an Intimate relationship with.
It should be that individual's
choice what sex the person that
they marry or have intimate
relationships with Is. The only
true judge about what is right
and moral Is God. Let Him decide what the consequences of
our actions are. If He feels that
homosexuality Is wrong He will
punish those who choose that
lifestyle In His own way.
Allsha Slade
Freshman
Undecided

•

•

•

•

I want to speak to every
young person In America honestly, not with some political
gimmick or cheap trick. Let's
have a conversation. I may have
been a college professor In
South Carolina, but I'm not going to lecture you, either.
Real talk is not something
you hear enough of around
election time. You hear a lot of
promises and you see plenty of
commercials. But politics Isn't
Just something to digest In front
of the TV. It's an active process,
and you're an important part
of It.
Think about this: your
vote counts every bit as much
as anyone else's. When you
step into the voting booth, your
vote counts as much as Newt

f

Gingrich's vote. Your vote
counts as much as Bob Dole's
vote. The NRA's Wayne LaPlerre
and the Christian Coalition's
Ralph Reed — In spite of all the
power they may wield In Wash
ington, D.C.. — don't cast a
vote that counts any more than
yours does on November 5th.
Your vote counts In this country no matter who you are or
how old you are.
So I speak to you not as a
student, or as a young person,
or as a member of some "Interest group." but as a voter. You
need to take these elections
seriously. Because with the
opportunity to vote this fall
comes the responsibility of
making a sound decision, of
voting for the candidate who
understands that this country
needs to move forward Into the
twenty-first century.
That's an awesome responsibility for you. But as a
voter. It's a challenge you must
meet. Ask yourself: what does
America need to be ready for
the twenty-first century? Think
about the future and what It
will demand of our country, and
choose the candidates who can
meet those challenges and protect your values In changing
times.
I think President Clinton
and the Democrats have the
answer. They believe In expand lng opportunity through educa-

tion. Expanding opportunity
means funding Head Start and
Goals 2000 so we 5 tart off on
the right foot. It means protecting student loans. It means expanding the Federal Direct
Lending Program that makes
student loans faster, cheaper,
and easier to receive. It means
creating HOPE Sholarships and
tax deductions for higher education. It means fighting for
AmerlCorps so that young
people can develop a sense of
community while earning
money for college.
That's the new answer for
a new age — a vision that gives
us all the opportunity to move
forward together so long as
we're willing to take responsibility for ourselves and our
community. It's an attitude
about this country that helped
create 10 million Jobs in the last
four years, while cutting the
deficit in half and reducing the
size of government. That's Bill
Clinton and Al Gore's view of
the world, a world of greater
possibility.
As a voter, you can make
the choice. And It's a real choice
about your own future. You
have a tool In thle process: your
vote. But you have more at
stake in this election, the future you shape Is your own. The
country you affect Is the country you're going to Inherit. And
with that vote, you make the
choice. To me the choice is
clear. Vote for President Clinton
and Vice President Gore.
Don Fowler
Chairman
Democratic National
Commitee

mmm
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Non-alcoholic events give choices
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

Student
decorates
Ribeau's
house
Shonda Honlgtord
The BC News
For many students, an invitation to the home of
President Sidney Ribeau
would be an honor. While
Jennifer Hedrick was
there, she decided to do a
little redecorating.
Hedrick, a junior interior
design major, was given the
job of redecorating
Ribeau's house by Allen
Heringhaus. Hedrick is an
intern at Heringhaus Furniture. When Heringhaus was
approached with the idea of
redecorating Ribeau's
house, he handed the job
over to Hedrick.
"She was in the right
place at the right time,"
Heringhaus said.
Heringhaus said he was
first approached by
Ribeau's housekeeper
about problems with traffic
flow on the first floor. The
house did not work well for
entertaining, which was one
of its main purposes, he
said.

"Putting it
together on paper
was easy."
Jennifer Hedrick
junior interior design major
By deciding what
Ribeau's needs were for entertaining, Hedrick said she
decided to go with a more
traditional, rather than
formal, look for the house.
Hedrick said she worked
closely with Ribeau's
housekeeper while redecorating the living and dining rooms, the stairs, the
kitchen and the foyer.
Hedrick said she was
nervous at first, but once
she got into the project she
really liked doing it.
"Putting it together on
paper was easy," she said.
"I was extremely suprised,
pleased and excited with
the finished result."
Hedrick said this was her
first solo project after a
year and a half of decorating classes. After graduating, Hedrick says she would
like to have a career with a
large decorating firm. Heringhaus believes she will.
"She's a very talented
young decorator," he said.
"She's got a great career
ahead of her."

October is Alcohol Awareness
Month and there are many activities going on at the University,
sponsored by various organizations, to promote education about
alcohol.
Michelle Brewer, cochairwoman for Alcohol Awareness Month, said the events
planned for the month are coordinated through BACCHUS,
which stands for Boosting Alcohol Consciousness Concerning
the Health of University Students.
"We have a variety of pro-

grams for the month, some of
which are alternatives or nonalcoholic events, and others
which are geared toward alcohol
prevention or education," she
said. "We wanted to seek out
alternatives to make students
aware of the choices they have."
Brewer said it is important for
students to have more information about alcohol in order to be
able to make informed decisions
regarding the responsible use of
it.
"Some students may need
more Information about alcohol
so they have more control of
whether or not to drink and how
much," she said. "Students can

Latino
Union
offers
movies

"We have a variety of programs for the
month, some of which are alternatives or
non-alcoholic events, and others which are
geared toward alcohol prevention or
education."
Michelle Brewer
co-chairwoman for Alcohol Awareness Month
make better choices if they are
informed."
Laura Thomas, BACCHUS
treasurer, said she agreed that it
is important to get students involved and show them that there
are alternatives to drinking.
"Most students think that

everyone Is drinking and that is
definitely not the case on campus," she said. "It is a good idea
to give students alternative options to drinking."
Thomas also said the month's
worth of events help to make
students more aware about alco-

hol and the responsible use of it.
"Non-alcoholic events occur
throughout the year, not just during Alcohol Awareness Month,"
Thomas added.
The theme for the month is
"Because We Care," and some of
the events for the month include
a "Natural High" Games Night at
the Dry Dock on Oct. 5, an Alcohol Awareness Information
Table and Creative Dating
Contest in the Union Foyer on
Oct. 8, the Adopt a Block Clean
Up on Oct. 9, a wild video dance
party on Oct. 11, an Alcohol
Poisoning Panel at the Ballroom
on Oct. IS, and letters from local
fourth grade students.

Far out jewelry

Tanya Maifcul
The BC News
The University celebrates
Hispanic Heritage in the month
of October with an array of activities sponsored by the Latino
Student Union.
Marcos Rivera, assistant director for Multicultural Affairs, said
the celebration is a tradition.
"For seven years the Latino
Student Union has coordinated
Hispanic Heritage Month, which
in the past used to be Hispanic
Heritage Week."
He said the Latino Student
Union, the primary collaborator,
has worked with the Office of
Student Activities and UAO.
"UAO has brought in movies
with a Latino theme and Student
Activities is sponsoring a motivational guest speaker."
"We try to have events that
educate the University and the
community to create an awareness," Rivera said."Events that
represent people, professionals
and issues that are related to ed-'
ucation, politics, cultural awareness, music and the arts."
Rivera said most of the events
are free and open to everybody,
"Our goal is to not just have Hispanic people there but to have
everybody be a part of it."
Yolanda Flores, secretary for
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, also said the idea is to promote awareness.
"We want to make aware our
similarities with our subcultures
and to promote awareness to all
cultures," Flores said.
Rivera said he wants to try to
eliminate the myth that when
Hispanic Heritage Month is discussed that it Is only Hispanic
pride being showcased, even
though it is important.
"We want people to understand
that Hispanics have been contributors to the United States society for centuries and will continue to be contributors."

Tic AiMclalcd Prcn

Hemp Is considered a fashion statement by many across the
country. Matt Moon, Eastlake, Ohio teen, said he doesn't want to

be labeled as a drug addict because he wen hemp necklaces.
"It's Just a fiber," be said.

Group discusses weight issues
Counseling Center offers sessions addressing body image
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
Many women on campus may
be concerned with their body
image and how they feel about
themselves. Because of this concern, there is a group on campus
that is helping these students
discuss their feelings and share
these issues with others.
The body-image group,
"Beauty Comes in All Sizes," is
offered through the Counseling
Center and is an eight-session
group that began meeting in October.
Claudia Clark, psychologist in
the Counseling Center, said the
group will benefit interested students.
"This is a counseling group for

women students who may be
struggling with their body
image," she said. "The philosophy we are stressing is size acceptance and that all people are
beautiful no matter what size
they are."
The group will meet every
week for 90 minutes to discuss
how they feel about themselves
and what they can do to Improve
their image of themselves.
"This is a good way for students to begin to feel better about
themselves as whole people," she
said. "We need to realize that we
can enrich our minds and personalities in many ways, but our
bodies also need to be thought
well of."
Judith Miller, a nurse specialist at Student Health Services

"It is definitely an issue that needs to be
addressed because it can feed into eating
disorders and unhealthy images."
Judith Miller
nurse specialist at Student Health Services
who helped to facilitate a similar
group in previous years, said it's
important for students to address
these issues they may be dealing
with
"Many students have a concern
with body image," she said. "It Is
definitely an issue that needs to
be addressed because it can feed
into eating disorders and unhea-

lthy images."
Miller said it is good for participants to discuss these issues
with one another and talk about
where their ideas of the ideal
body image are coming from,
such as the media and advertisements.
The spaces in the group have
been filled for this semester.

Pay-Per-View It!
This month on «

1 ▼!
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ONLY
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353-0044
1045 N. Main St.

jFree (DeCivery
Limited time offer
Hours: SUN-WED. 11 -1 AM
No coupon necessary
THURS. 11 -2 AM
• BG Store ONLY
FW-* SAT. 11 -2:30 AM
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Cheese Bread
Good with
any other
discount offer
' No exp. data

Sports, Memorabilia,
Hobbies and MORE...
GAMES
WORKSHOP
WARHAMMER • EPIC
NECR0MUNDA
FREE DEMOS
Sat. * Sun. I-5 p.m..

Complete Line of Trains
•Bachman, Atlas. Atheam,
plus more
•Authorized Lionel Dealer

Sports Memorabilia
•Autographed Baseballs.
Photos, Helmets, Caps
& Much More

CHECK IT OUT...
ISCALEXTRIC (Authorized Dealer) .
• 40 ft Rack Track

• Slot Cars
Magic The Gathering
• Ice Age
• 4th Edition
NOW OPEN IN THE WOODLAND MALL
(419)352-6345
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BG,UT

ready for
a fight
It's not hard to figure out if s
BG-Toledo week.
Everything - right down to
each team's head coach mispronouncing the opposing quarterback's name - is in place for
what, for all intents and purposes, is the biggest game of the
year for either school.
For Toledo, It's a chance to
prove that they can beat a quality
team without Wasean Tait, the
star running back who was lost
for the season after a knee injury
in the opening game.
For Bowling Green, the numbers tell the story: the Falcons'
final five opponents in the conference have a combined five
victories, and three of those
teams have to come to Perry Stadium. A Falcon victory would
open the floodgates in terms of
people looking for cheap plane
tickets to Las Vegas.
Oh, yeah, it's also BG-Toledo,
Northwest Ohio bragging rights,
etall.
The war of words has been going on all week, although it hasn't
been so much a war as it has been
a shower of complements. All the
Toledo folks are talking about publicly, anyway - is how good
Bowling Green is.
All the BG folks are talking
about is how good Toledo is.
This smokescreen is pretty
easy to see through, though. It's
no secret that these teams have
an intense distaste for each other.
After all, the goal of every young
Falcon is to grow up and kick the
snot out of some poor Rocket, and
vice versa.
The only sense of ill-will made
public this week probably wasn't
even intentional. BG coach Gary
Blackney referred to Toledo's
quarterback Ryan WHOOD-zak
(spelled Huzjak) when it's actually pronounced HOO-zhak.
Fittingly, Toledo coach Gary
Pinkel was also waxing poetic
over the ability of Falcon quarterback Bob NIM-it (spelled
Niemet) when it's actually pronounced KNEE-mit.
But don't let all the gladhanding fool you. This game is a
brawl waiting to happen, it has
been since the first meeting between the two schools in 1919,
and it will continue to be well into
the next century.
This brawl will be decided like
most are: in the trenches. For
Bowling Green, opening some
holes along the offensive line for
Courtney Davis against the second-ranked rushing defense in
the MAC will be crucial.
And on defense, getting pressure on Rocket quarterback Ryan
Huzjak will be key. The Falcons
can ill-afford another scoring
spree like what happened in the
second half last week against
Central Michigan.
Bowling Green has won three
games in a row, each by four
points. How about four by four?
Brown's pick: BG 21, Toledo 17.

The BG Ntwt/Hldckl Kabayaihl

Falcon wide receiver Terry Lovllle cradles the ball in the end zone after scoring a touchdown against Central Michigan last week.

Not your ordinary
BG-Toledo brawl
More is at stake than just
regional bragging rights
Scott Brown

The BG News
It's put-up or shut-up time for
the Falcon football team.
Winner of three games in a
row. Bowling Green faces the
biggest game of its season
tomorrow night against archrival
Toledo at the Glass Bowl (7 p.m.,
WBGU-FM, WFOB-AM).
Both teams enter the game
with Identical 3-1 overall records, 2-0 In MAC play.
What makes the game so
critical for the Falcons - besides
the annual Rocket rivalry - is
that after this game, BG's final
five conference opponents have a
combined five victories between
them.
So a victory will go a long way
toward earning Bowling Green's
first MAC championship in four
years.
"The Toledo game is always

the main game of the season for
us," said Falcon linebacker Kevin O'Neill. "This definitely adds
some spice to the game The team
that comes out on top will definitely be in the driver's seat.
"I think this game is going to
tell the tale of the MAC, early-on,
at least. There's plenty of games
left to play, but this is going to
give the winner some major control of the conference."
Bowling Green and Toledo
stand alone atop the conference,
with Ohio the only other undefeated team at 1-0.
Perhaps this is the most telling
statistic regarding this game: In
the 50-plus years of the MAC, the
loser of the Bowling GreenToledo game has gone on to win
the championship only twice.
The winner has won 16 titles
over that same span.
"You dont really need to add
any spice to this game, but it al-

ways helps with both teams fighting for the championship," said
Rocket linebacker Cralg Dues.
"That makes it that much more
pressure. We always want to beat
them and they always want to
beat us, so it makes it a great
rivalry."
See MORE, page five.

Matchup could be a passing fancy
Scott Brown
The BG News

TOLEDO
Saturday, 7 p.m.
The Glass Bowl
Toledo
Radio: WBGU-FM (88.1), WFOBAM (1430). W8VI-FM (96.7)
Television: none locally
Browne Pick: Falcons by lour

Bowling Green has the top-rated rushing
defense In the Mid-American Conference.
Toledo will start Its fourth different tailback
in five games Saturday against the Falcons.
BG has the ninth-rated passing defense in
the MAC. Toledo has one of the conference's
top quarterbacks in senior Ryan Huzjak.
So it doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out what the Rockets will want to do
offensively when the two teams clash
tomorrow in the Glass Bowl (7 p.m.,
WBGU-FM. WFOB-AM).
Or does it?
"We're going to shoot for balance," Rocket

head coach Gary Pinkel said this week. "We
always do. You can't be,
one-dimensional.
"I think that people that I
throw for 300, 400 yards a
game generally, on a consistent basis, will lose. We
haven't been very good at [
balance], but that is what
we are going to strive for."
Sophomore Justin
Wooley is expected to start
Blackney
for the Rockets, coming
off a 121-yard rushing performance against
Weber State a week ago.
He will attempt to run at a Falcon defense
that ranks 10th in the nation, having given up

UAO WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF THE
STAFF, DIRECTORS AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR DOING AN AWESOME JOB OF
• CHANGING THE VIEW!!!"

M

H

PRESIDENT
VP INTERNAL AFFAIRS
VP ADMINISTRATIVE
CAMPUS FILMS
CAMPUS SALES
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES
CULTURAL AWARENESS
ENTERTAINMENT
GAMES
HOMECOMING
MINICOURSES
OUTDOOR RECREATION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICITY
SPECIAL EVENTS
TRAVEL
USG REPRESENTATIVE

BG linebacker Joe O'Neill looks for running room after catching an
Interception In the third quarter against Central Michigan.

JILL ELLOnT
BJ MYERS
MEUSSA POPONAK]
MATT SAYRE
DANA SCHUMAKER
SALLY ATTIA
(POSITION AVAILABLEI
MARILYN KAIN
ANITA ZUBER
MISTY BARMAN
HEATHER PESTYK
SEANHIGO
BLAKE PARKINS
MEGAN AYERS
JODI PRATT
ELIZABETH PRICE
JACKI KENNY
NICK KADEL

STAFF AND PROGRAM ADVISORS
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
GALE SWANKA
ASST DIRECTOR OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OAWN MAYS
SECRETARY
JOANNE BRUNING
ADIVSORS
WENDY ELCHERT
SHANE CUTLER
AMYHOAG
JANEA JOHNSON
LAURA ROBINSON

WAY TO GO tmnoM'r Kiev UP THI GOUT
WORK.'! WANK fOU All!!.'
«

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA PRESENTS US
1996 FALL PLEDGE CLASS OFFICERS:

PS-

President:
Treasurer:
Recording Secretary:
Ritual:
Corresponding Secretary:
Activities:
Social:
Publicity:
NMPC Representative:
Philanthropy:
Sisterhood:
Sunshine:

Michelle Schoenmeyer
Stephanie Berry
Jana Meyer
Jill Vonderheid
Julie Arnold
Beth Koscho
Theresa Sherry
Kelly Grubola
Colleen Speno
Karin Lockwood
Courtney Lockwood
Dawn Basa

only 2.3 yards per rush over the first four
games and only 1.8 per carry during the current three-game winning streak.
"I hear their backf ield is pretty banged up,
and I don't know what string tailback they'll
be using," Falcon linebacker Kevin O'Neill
said. "They are going to have to look to Huzjak to make the big play, and he is definitely
capable."
Huzjak, the UT career record holder for
touchdown passes, has completed 51 -of-99
passes for 548 yards this season with only
two interceptions and seven touchdown
passes.
More falls on Huzjak's shoulders because
See GAME, page five.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
THOSE ALPHA GAMS WHO
RECEIVED A 3.0 OR
HIGHER!
Beth Boley
Shannon Collins
'Martje Coyle „„
*Det>Djfranco
Jen Fenske
Dawn Fesmier
Megan Fulkerson
Dana Hampton
Heather Harvey
Laura Heck
Kelly Hepke
Cynthia Kent
'Emily Lauer

•Denotes Dean's List

*Kim Morrow
'Lisa Nash
.'Jonikka Peters
Jennie Rospert
'Raegan Saridanto
Aimee White
Andrea Dalton
Wendy; Graf
Joanne Lusk
Katie Pietrick
Sarah Quick
Ali Trotta
Rose Weber
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Continued from page one.
Griffin said Bowling Green
will receive $350,000 to play the
game, the standard fare for visiting non-league opponents of the
Buckeyes. Zwierlein said the
program received a similar
amount of money In 1992, but
noted $50,000 of that came from
television rights fees (the game
was shown regionally on ABC).
The money will offset the revenues the Falcons will lose from
giving up a home game against
Central Florida, which Zwierlein
estimated would be around

$60,000. The team will play seven
road games in 1997 without
having a non-conference opponent visit Perry Stadium.
"There are a couple of scheduling policies that came into play
here," Zwierlein said. "Obviously, you like to have five
home games. At the same time,
you want to be aggressive and go
out and schedule the type of
games that will allow your program to gain some exposure.
"with Ohio State, I think we
would be able to do that."
The Falcons will be the first of

a number of state schools to visit
Ohio Stadium over the next decade. The Buckeyes will also play
Toledo In 1998, Ohio University
(1999), Miami University (2000)
and Akron (2001).
The University and OSU will
play again in 2003 under a previously-signed agreement.

17-6 decision even though the
Falcons outgalned the Buckeyes
in yardage, 277-237.
Bowling Green will open at
Louisiana Tech Aug. 30 next
season before opening the home
schedule Sept 6 against Miami.
The BG game will be Ohio State's
season opener.
Falcon coach Gary Blackney
was unavailable for comment
Thursday as his team prepares
for Saturday's game against
Toledo.
Ohio State, ranked No. 3 In the
country, plays host to No. 4 Penn
State Saturday.

Bowling Green became the
first in-state opponent for the
Buckeyes since Western Reserve
in 1934 when the two schools met
on Sept. 12, 1992. Ohio State
scored 10 third-quarter points in
that game and went on to take a

Indians have backs against the wall
Facing
must-win
tonight

Umpires say they will strike
Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

Ken Berger
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - The Cleveland
Indians were remodeled and
fine-tuned to win the World Series this year. One more loss to
the Baltimore Orioles and they're
gone In the first round.
It all rests with Jack McDowell
on Friday night at Jacobs Field,
this long season of trades and
turmoil all rolled Into one game.
Then, if the Indians get past that
one, they have to do it twice
more.
"We've got no other choice but
to win," catcher Sandy Alomar
said.
It was Alomar's errant throw to
first base on a double-play attempt that turned Game 2 in Baltimore's favor and gave the
Orioles a 2-0 lead in the best-of flve series. The Indians argued
that B.J. Surhoff should have
been called out for running Inside the baseline.
Nice try, but that's about as
fruitless as arguing that the Indians shouldn't have made all
these changes this year, should
have just stayed with the team
that brought them to the World
Series last fall. Fact is, they're
not that team anymore. It's win
three times with this one, or go

NEW YORK - Baseball umpires, insisting "there's no
room for compromise," said
they will strike Friday because
of Roberto Alomar's continued
presence In the playoffs.
"We are walking out after
the last game tonight," umpires union head Richie Phillips said Thursday by telephone from his Philadelphia
office.
Lawyers for the umpires and
baseball owners are to appear
Friday In U.S. District Court in
Philadelphia, where the American and National leagues have
home.
"Sure, we can win three," Jose
Vizcaino said Thursday before
the Indians held a brief workout
at Jacobs Field. Vizcaino came
over from the New York Mets in
the controversial Carlos Baerga
trade.
"If we won 99, we can win
three," he said.
McDowell had the worst
season of his big league career
with a 13-9 record and 5.11 ERA.
Instead of re-signing Ken Hill,
the Indians gave a bunch of
money to McDowell because he's
a winner, a clutch pitcher, a bulldog if Orel Hershlser didn't
already have that nickname.

asked for an injunction that
would prevent yet another
baseball walkout.
U.S. District Judge Edmund
Ludwig, who was assigned the
case Tuesday, was attempting
to work out a deal by telephone
Thursday, Phillips said. Another person Involved In the
case said there were negotiations among owners and umpires, and that the players' association also had been contacted.
"We're not making any progress toward a settlement, any
progress whatsoever," Phillips
said. "There's no room for
compromise. They could offer
us everything In the world, and
Now's his chance to prove it.
"I think anybody who puts on a
uniform has that in him, wants to
be that guy," McDowell said.
"They wouldn't be here if they
didn't have that in them."
McDowell opposes fellow Stanford Cardinal Mike Mussina, who
won 19 games but has been
criticized for not winning the big
one.
"I won 90 games in my career,"
Mussina said. "I cant believe
that all of them were not big.
Whoever's opinion that is, fine. I
do what I'm supposed to do."
At Jacobs Field on Thursday,
the Indians seemed unconcerned
with what got them In this predi-

Pagnozzi keys Cardinals
to two-game lead over SD I»

they've offered us a lot, and
there's nothing that would
change our stance."
Two games are scheduled for
Friday, with Baltimore playing
Cleveland in the late afternoon
and the New York Yankees at
Texas In the evening. Replacement umpires will be on
standby In case the regulars
refuse to work.
Umpire Bruce Froemming,
working the Braves-Dodgers
game Thursday night in Los
Angeles, said his four-man
crew would travel to San Diego
as previously planned so they
could be near the ballpark if a
settlement Is reached.
cament (answer bad hitting,
worse pitching, suspect defense).
Instead, they focused on trying to
get out of it.
"When you go Into a situation
down two games, if you start
looking at Game 4, then Game 3
Is gone and you don't get to Game
4," Indians manager Mike Hargrove said.
Hargrove was calm and talkative during a news conference.
When It was over, he got on a golf
cart and played bumper cars
with a luggage cart before scooting down the hall toward the
clubhouse.

Volleyball team visits Toledo tonight
Tonight, before the football Falcons take the field Saturday at
the Glass Bowl, the BG volleyball team will visit Toledo to take
on the Rockets.
Bowling Green is coming off a four-game loss to the first place
Miami Redskins. Altough they have struggled In general, and especially at home, Bowling Green has had relative success on the
road, winning their lone MAC game at Eastern Michigan, and
giving a strong Central Michigan team a scare in a five gameloss.
Toledo Is neck and neck with the Falcons in the standings, with
each owning 1-4 MAC records. Toledo dropped a match in three
games to Ohio Tuesday.
The Rockets have a slight advantage in overall record at 8-9,
compared to BG's 6-12.
The game begins at 7 p.m. at Toledo's Savage Hall.

Soccer team hosts Kentucky Sunday
The Falcon soccer teams kicks off Mid-American Conference
play Sunday when they host MAC affiliate Kentucky.
Action begins at 2 p.m. at Cochrane Field.

MORE
Continued from page four.
The Falcons own a 33-23-4 edge
In the all-time series, including
four wins in a row over coach
Gary Blackney's first four years.
Toledo claimed a 35-16 victory
last season, however, their first

victory In the series in six years.
"I honestly believe In a game
like this that the best team
doesnt always win," Blackney
said. "I think It's probably the
team that plays the hardest and
plays the best wins in this football game."

GAME
Continued from page four.
of Wooley, who took the place of
Injured Sylvester Patton, who
took the place of Injured Kevin
Kidd, who took the place of injured Wasean Tait...
"The strength of our defense is
against the run and without Tait
and Patton, what Toledo is doing
best right now is throwing the
ball," Falcon coach Gary Blackney said this week. "They are not
playing to our strength ... not
now, anyway."
The Falcons' emphasis this
week has been Improving the
pass defense that allowed Central Michigan 435 yards through
the air a week ago.
"The big thing for us Is just
eliminate the big plays," O'Neill

said. "We're going to take care of
that, that's for sure."
Getting more pressure on Huzjak in the backf ield could become
a key component of that defense,
as well.
"I think It will be very Important to get pressure," defensive
end Dave Bruhowskl said. "Our
defensive backs can't do It all."
Big plays - or the lack of them
- could prove to be the key for
both teams.
"You can go back every Saturday and pick three or four plays
in every game and say those are
turning points of the game," Pinkel said. "Obviously, you want to
get the upper hand in those plays.
"If I knew when they were going to come, I'd probably be a
millionaire right now."

Toby's Party Oasis1
(State Liquor Agency)
1070 N. Main, 353-1551
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon.- Sat.
Rna wines Bear
Spirits
Pop
Mixes
Party Supples

'meeting all your
party needs!"
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The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS - A member of the
St Louis Cardinals' mostly forgotten old guard ended nine
years of frustration.
Tom Pagnozzi, who played on
the 1987 World Series team before the Cardinals had several
mediocre seasons, drove in the
game-winner with a shot off reliever Trevor Hoffman's glove in
the eighth Inning Thursday, giving St Louis a 5-4 win over the
San Diego Padres and a 24 lead
in their NL playoff series.
The teams resume the best-of-5
series Saturday in San Diego.

St. Louis had blown a 4-1 lead,
allowing San Diego to tie it In the
eighth on Steve Flnley's RBI
groundout
Brian Jordan drew a leadoff
walk In the ninth off Doug Bochtler and advanced on a groundout
before John Mabry, who hadn't
hit the ball out of the Infield in
six playoff at-bats, was intentionally walked.
Bochtler's wild pitch moved
the runners into scoring position,
and Pagnozzi hit a 1-1 pitch just
to the left of Hoffman, who got
the tip of his glove on the ball but
couldnt catch it.
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PHI SIGMA KAPPA
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Inductor:
V.P. of Rush:

& Sentinel:

Jim Stange
Randy Rothenbuler
Ken Curtis
Larry Mengrink
Greg Partin

Brotherhood At Its BEST

proudly announces its

1996 FALL NEW
MEMBERS
The Bowl-N-Greenery
SEAFOOD SPLASH
Scallops • Clam • Shrimp • Alaskpn "Pollock. • "Baked 7uh
& our special recipe Clam Chowdir. Also includes complete
soup & salad bar, potato bar, and unlimited beverages.

The Pheasant Room
All-You-Can-Eat
Sunday Brunch
Cawtd'Tutify'Brtasi * 7{and Carved Top tpund •'Ducfuss "Potatoes • Mahttd
Voiaioa u//gmn/ • Lasagna • Scrambled Iggi •Sausage • •Ofath 'Brounu
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Andy Kress
Keith Morales

ALPHA XI DELTA

9tours: 11:30-1:30 pm

**
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TONIGHT AT THE
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Lauren Axel rod
Christi Back
Amy Barr
Beth Benjamin
Natalie CanLisa Chlopecki
Laura Conover
Amanda Cook
Chrissy Earl
Jill Fink
Brooke Florence
Jennifer Friesinger
Andrea Glending
Missy Hayes
Jen Hlebovy
Katie Kepic

Malissa
Kaumprakob
Kate Kress
Jayme Matthias >\
Arron Meyer
Cindy Moore
S^Si
Trish Murphy
Carrie Parsons
Kelly Peters
Dana Ranallo
Kelly Richey
Kate Rosinsky
Vanessa
Rutherford
Ivana Sorrenti
Lisa Veillette

Mike Furman and Not Mike's Date
Funnel Cake and Powdered Sugar
Mom and Dad
Richard Simmons and Jenny Craig
Flower Power and Hippie Chick
Clint Black and Shania Twain
Mr. T and Has
Hyde - N - Go - Seek
He-Man and She-Ra
Joe Camel and Camel Light
Special Ed and Pupil
Chewbacca and Princess Lea
Fly Boy and Crash
Prince Humperdink and Buttercup
Mo' Money and Low Cash
Whoa Nelli and Hi-Ho-Silver
Mountain Man and Billy Goat
Nick Hexum and Gwen
Fly Guy and All the G's
Bob and Elizabeth Dole
Watson and Curie?
Hey! How is it Going?
Jones and Proutstitute
Panda Boy and Bamboo
Low Rider and Bicycle
Pretzel and Beer Nuts
Bouncer and Bouncee
Coppenhagen and Bandit
Scooter and Murray
Bart and Maggie Simpson

Campout VIII

emotions Call: 372-2235 "Kids 3 & Under eat Treel\

YEAR OF THE CORN

MealCardAccepted4:30 ■ 7:00pm
•Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am - l:30pm&4:30- 7:00pm
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Ads
372-6977
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowling Green Start University
Cm* Santos*
Csmpus Recruitment Calendar
For the weeks of
October 2' through November 8.1906
Scheduling On-Cempue Wervlewe:
Interview sign-ups for the recruleng period Oct.
21 (rough November 8. 1906. Mil bagin with
P—-Selection Interview algn up on Monday,
October 7. 1986 »1 5pm and conanua through
Wsdnasday at 4pm. Sudenta whs have
received lanara of invitation tor Pro-Sslocson
Interviews may atart sign-up on Wednesday.
Ooobar 8.1986, at S p.m. B select their reeervad Interview erne. Baginmng at S p m. on
Wadnaaday. Octobar 9. 1896. any ragiaiarad
•tudant and aiumnua may accaai tna aon-up
ayatom tor Ganatal Sign-upi ol pra-aalaction
only schedules Plaaaa nota: normally presoiected students aoeaaa all ochedulss
ftret, howavar, dua lo lalanaaa of comainlsa raosMng raaumaa, opan achadulaa
.fcalI tor thla algn-up period.
Al interview achadulaa remain on-ima Una! Mo
daya prior to Via organizason'a visit A meesage not availaWa tor sign-ups indicaiee that a
scrwduto is online In this instance, please OS*
tna office directly at 372 235« lo schedule an
Interview appointment

Acceoeing tha Piece ment System:
1. Dial 372 9690 (You must ba ragiaiarad with
Raauma Eipart Plua)
(You ami haar:) II you with ID acnadula an eppointrrient with eviaiting smployer. press the 1
kay. If you would ska lo haar Placamant Nawa,
praw the 2 kay. Press tie 3 kay if you hava
baan preselected by an amplcyar. Praaa the 4
kay to accaaa tha Alumni VP Sarvica. Praaa
rha 5 kay ID haar your confirmed eppomtmenis.
Press tie atar O kay ID quri
2. Praaa t to acnadula an mierview or Praaa 3
whan you hava baan pra-ialaaad by an employer
3. Emar your Idantficaiion Numbar. (Tha numbar you uaad on your Raauma Eipart Plua
dWt).
4. Entor rha aavan-diglt acnadula numbar tor
tha employer with whom you would law to
acnadula an interview (Ihia numbar la kxalad
on rha Campua Recruiting Calandar, to the toft
of tha poaiton DUo.)
If you hava aniarad a vaad numbar rha aystam
will play tha maaaaga:
You hava aaladad (nama ol organizaton). if
itia la corraot praaa rha pound (f) kay to conBnua or rha atar (*) kay to choose anothar organization
Tha ayatam will now varify thai you maat tie
requirements, aa spectfted by rha amptoyor. rf
you maat iha raquiramanta, you can proceed.
Ofherwiee. rha ayalam will play a maaaaga
which explains why you ara unabla to ngn-up
with tha amployar. Should you with to ba conaldarad by thn amployar, add you nama to tie
Waiting Liar and aubmit a copy of your FlecememDetaSheoL
5. Praaa tia 1 kay tor a morning Intarvlaw,
praaa tha 2 kay tor an afternoon kiwrview. or
praaa tha 3 kay tor rha na«t available oma
(Press ether i. 2or 3)
Onca you hava selected a lima, than you may
praaa rha pound (ff) kay to acoapt rha oma. or
praaa rha atar (*) kay to rafact rha oma. Whan
you praaa rha pound (») kay, rha ayalam will
play rha maaaaga: An interview has baan
raaarvad lor you at (Dma). Praaa rha itar (') kay
B schedule an miarviawwirh anothar organize•on or tha pound kay to reejm to atari
6. Repeet slops 4 and 5 B achadula addnwnal
intorvlawa.
7. Bring a copy of your Ptacamant Data Shaat
on high quality raauma papar wirhin 49 houra
to tta Sign-up Room sdieceni B tha Caraar
Sarvtoaa- raoapoon area. 360 Saooiamre Sudani Services Building. Placa your data ahaat
on iha op ahalf of rha smptoyers ma*bo«.
Plaaaa taka any evened, recruiting Htsrarure
which waa torwardad by rha organization and
review rha amptoyar'a liein tha Cerser tor Caraar Raaourcaa prior to your intorvtow. Fallura
lo aubmH your Placement Data Shaat whhln
49 houra may reeuk In your removel from
Iha Intavlaw achadula wl hout noHflcatlon.
Plaaaa rainambar. if you ara unabla tor any
raaaon u sign-up tor an miarviaw, you will be
ssked wharhar you wiah to add your nama B
Via Waiting Litt Studenu ara ancouragad B
gal on Wartng Liata. Should rha atnptoyar aand
anothar recruiter or modify rha poaiiton requramanra (i.a. lower GPA raquiramanta), you
will bo noofiad directly tor an interview You
must alao submit a Placamant Data Shaat
tor avary Waiting Uat.
Conauli rha Caraar Ssrvices' homapaga
(htto7/www.bgsu.sdu/offices/careers'! ndsx
.htmfj or katon to Placamant Nawa (praaa 2) to
kaap ntormsd ol changaa or addHona to Interview achadulaa. or orhar Caraar Sarvlcaa programa.
Canoallallon of Iniarvlaw AppolnlmenlsCsncellation of an iniarviaw mual ba re
ponad In paraon to the Caraar Sarvlcaa no
laiar than 5pm ona waak (7 fui daya) batora
rha intorviaw day. Complala a cancataoon
card in tha Sign-up Room of Caraar Services
You can not croaa your nama off an iniarviaw
achadula Late cancellations will resul! in torieitura of sign-up prlvsegee tor rha nail recruiting
panod
No Show Poacy: No-ahowa ara maaad iniarviaw appoaitmanta Emptoyara bacoma vary
upaat whan studanta miaa thair achadulad acpointmanta when harma BGSU's raputaoon el
rha markat placa. Tha panairy tor a no-ahow ta
immadiaB suspension of your sign up privilegoe tor rha next recnating panod. To ram aian
your aign-up pnvilagaa, you ara raquirad to
wma a toner of apology B rha amptoyor tor
missing rha iniarviaw, bnng thit latiar along
with an addraaaad, atampad anvatopa, and
maat with a atafl mambar ID expfsin your t*havav Any amdant who "no-ahowa" twioa wil
ba oamad totarviawing privilagaa tor tha ramaindar of tha acadamic yaar.

Nottoa of aUianahlp Raoulramanla: If an
amployar ta wakng to Inatrviaw inlarnaaonal
•ajdanai, tva wi ba noatd In rha poaifion raquiramanta.
Spotlight PraaanuUona:SporJlghl praaantationa offar vakiabla information about caraar
pafha, oataiiad poaiDon raaponaibilitiaa and or
ganctaHonal phaoaophy. All studanta schaduling inkKvwwa ara strongly anoouraga to anand
appropnaai Spotlights Plaaaa carafully nota
daws. Omaa and tocauona ol Spowghl praaan
tattona. aa thay may vary. Conauli tha Campua
Racmtmanl Calandar tor datoa. timaa and tocaaona.
Additional Placamant Sarvtoaa: Thara ara
important aarvicaa availabla to you al tha Caraar Sarvlcaa. Plaaaa noaa thai not al organizations and oompanas ragutany racruit on collaga campusaa. Tha lial batow ganaraly ranacts tha high damand araaa In Bia world of
work. Plaaaa do not bacoma diacouragad if
your caraar Said la not raquaaiad. Each day,
tha staff of Caraar Sarvlcaa ralars ragiaiarad
studanta dkacHy to amptoyars who hava poaitons In a vrlda variary of caraar (lakfs Wa also
assist you in conducting a job aaarch through
tia following sarvioaa: caraar and placamant
counsaiing, VIP profassonai vacancy hotsna,
job aaarch workahops, profasaionaJ davalopmani aamsiara, caraar lairs and tha Falcon Caraar Connection Tha Canter for Caraar Resources contains a wealth of information about
camera, employers and current Job vacancies

Thursday, 1031/08
C4_JsT_tSOB0NT STOCKBROKERS
Sect.broker Trainee (630501-1)
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTS. INC.
hfomialion Systems Consultant (6305-02-1)
BMARATHON OIL COMAPANY
Accounting Posison (6305-03-1)
OCCIDENTAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Sales Representative (6305-04-1)
WILLIAM VAUOHAN COMPANY
Aooountante (6305-05-1)

American Ces Jar/Cellular One
419-368-2008/419-348-2001

Monday,! 1/04/98
KMART STORE - NATIONWIDE OPENINGS
Assistant Manager Trainee (630*01 1)

ON CAMPUS TUES. OCT. 9
EDUCATION BLDO STEPS

inALLaelda.

Thursday, 11/07/99
GENERAL MILLS, CONSUMER FOOD
SALES
Salee Management (6312 01 1)
TRION TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Software Developers (6312-02-1)
AMERICAN GREETINGS CORPORATION
IS Assoaaia (6312-03-1)
DANA CORPORATION/INDIANA
Production Supervisor (6312-04-1)

YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY Of YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 49 HOURS AFTER StOMNO
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL

FROM immmfnitatuuu.

MONDAY, 10/21/99
ANDERSEN OONSULTMO
Consultants (629*01-1)
PHARMACIA A UPJOHN. INC.
torn Sales Pharmacauacala (629S42-1)
STAR BANK
Commercial Cradil Training Program

(6295-03-1)
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS, INC.
Entry level Programmer (6296-04-1)
RED LOBSTER
Reetaurant Manager (6296-08-1)
TUESDAY, 10/22/99
CROWE CHlZEKa CO. LLP
Information systems * management coneulong

Wednesday, UrOSrV*
AMERICAN MANAGMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
Consultant (6311-01-1)
ADP AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
Sales Associate (6311-02 1)
CINCINATTI BELL INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
Prog rammer Analysl (6311-03-1)
GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
Personal Lines Claims Trainee (6311 -04-1)
DIETRICH INDUSTRIES. INC/PA
Production Managment or Marketing Trainee
(6311-05-1)
FINISH LINE
Retail Menagemenl (6311-08-1)

—Variety Show—
—Free AdmleaIon
Tha Latino Sudani Union will be sponsoring its
annual variety enow in commamoralion of Ha
parse Heritage Month, on Friday. October 4th,
trom 7pm B Opm m the Union Ballroom. The
show wl be featuring a play, musical perform
anoas as well aa tradibone) and modem dancoo. Even/one ta welcome.

HUNTIMOTON NATIONAL BANK
Programmer Analyst (82B9-08-1)
Wadnaaday, 10/21/96
OWENS COR NINO
MulD-Potitons (6207-01-1)
PROCTER* GAMBLE COMPANY
Systems Analyst (6297-02-1)
ALLIED SIGNAL
Purchasing Planner (62g7-03-1)
CAP OEM HI AMERICA
Programmer (6207-04-1)
STATE FARM INSURANCE
ClaimAJnderwnter (8207-08-1)

ADVERTISING CLUB
Meeting: Monday. Oct. 7
at 8:00pm Rm. 101 BA
Speaker: Ed Schweicken
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!

Ml

OFF WOOSTER STREET)
WHEN: SUNDAY: OCTOBE R 5,1006
SPONSORED BY: THE BAPTIST STUDENT
UNION

Thursday, 10/24/96
PROCTER 4 GAM 8 LE COMPANY
Systems Menagemenl (6206-01 -1)
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Into Mgmt. Ldrshp Prog Parllcipanl
(6288-03-1)
ABS SERVICE INC.
Electrical Technician (6208-04-1)
OREAT WEST LIFE A ANNUITY INSURANCE
Account Representative (Sales) (6209-05-1)
AMOCO CORPORATION
Purchasing (8288-08-1)
CONCORD HOBPfTALITY
Departmental Head Managers (820847-1)
WVNO^MWROM-AM.WMFD-TV
Account E.ecuove (6298-09-1)
THARALDSON ENTERPRISES, ifC.
Managemanl Positions (6288-08-1)
Friday, 10/25/99
CIRCUIT CITY STORES, INC.
F«ianc-I Trainee (6208-02-1)
COMP-U-CARO
Proommmer Developers (82««-03-1)
OHIO CASUALTY INSURANCE GROUP
Programmer Trainee (620*04-1)
OILMORE«JASrON,LTD
Staff Level Accounsng (820*06-1)
KEYCORPrKEYBANK
Corpora- Banking Management Aascosws

IPC CLUB INFO NIGHT
Fraal Plua A Pop
T ues Oct. 0
1 QUESTIONS?
Jen 3530100 or Leslie 352-8448
LaMaleenFraneasee
91
L Alliance Frencelee de Toledo
preeenient une conference de Michel Pierre,
hietonan at aonvaki: "Un eiecte de aandee
alaaalnese a la trancalae' vendredi 4 octobre.
lOhso a La Maison Francaise. Reservations:
372-2987.
MODEL UN. CALLOUT
TH= DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 1907 BGSU MODEL UNrTED NATIONS TEAM THE DEADLINE IS FRI. OCT.
18 STOP BY WILLIAMS HALL RM 111 OR
httpj/www bgiu.edu/cpeel'NMUN HTM
FOR AN APPLICATION AND MORE INFORMATION
Student Teechlng Spring 97
la you leal name J-R?
Get Your required TB Teal al the
Student Health Cantor
Coal: $8 00 (Bursarabts)

(629*08-1)
MOTOROLA, INCJFLORIOA
ktonutactmmg AssooaM Manager (620*07-1)
CLIFTON GUNDERSON LTD.
S-tl Accountant (6208-08-1)
ROCKWELL AUTOMATION
Assoaaia Buyer (6299-09-1)
Monday, 10/2*799
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AEROSPACE
Supplier Management (6302-01 -1)
H.J.MEYERS A CO. INC.
ktveetment Banker (6302-02-1)
MONY MLTTUAL OF NEW YORK
Financial Sales RepreeentaDve (6302-03-1)
BAKERSFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Elenvanian/School Teachers (6302-04-1)
Tueeday, irv29V89
KOHL'S DEPARTMENT STORES
Sere Management Trainee (8303-01-1)
Merchandise Analyst (630301-2)
NCOT ACCOUNTINO A CONSULTINO, BfC
Staff Accountant (6303-02-1)
DOCUMENT COMPANY XEROX
Sales RepreeemativarOnV- Document Rap
(6303-03-1)
PRUDENTIAL PREFERRED/TOLEDO
Special Agent (6303-05-1)
NEW YORK LIFE
Agents (6303-06-1)
HUGHES SUPPLY - A TREATY COMPANY
Management Trainee (6303-07-1)
SOLOMON SOFTWARE
Technical &>naulianirOeveloper/Englnaer
(6303-06-1)
Wadnaaday, 10730/99
HONDA OF AMERICA MFO, ttC.
Purchaa«ig (6304-01-1)
MERCANTILE EAST
Aesoe-to Department Manager (6304-031)
KEY SERVICES CORPORATION
Technology Associate (6304-04-1)
MOTOROLA. INCJ1LUNOIS
Buyers (8304-06-1)
Production Supervisor (6304-08-2)
TEBAV M08ELY ASSOCIATES
Staff Accountant (630448-1)
MAIUNCKROOT CHEMICAL
Purchasing Agent (6304-07-1)

Newman's Marathon
1068-1886
■Your Ful Service Slanon'

PERSONALS
—ALCOHOL AWARENESS MONTH—
The Dry Dock
Preeents
Lai's Gai Raedy lo Rumble '99
A 'Ttstoral High" Games Nigh!
Come lest your skills in a night ol
Games.Food. Music andFun.
Tournaments will bo held in aH Games
Card Games. Board Games,
Table Tennis and Arcade Games
PRIZES AWARDED TO THE SUPREME
CHAMPIONS
Whan: Friday. October 4
Tinw: 8:00pm-Mklmghl
Placa: Amani
Coat Free
All students invited to anand.
—ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK—•

-GET YOUR RESUME READY"
PROCTER A GAMBLE
atCAREEREXPO
Octobers. 1086
PAG is seeking CS and MIS students
graduating in Fall 06 and '87
(Spring. Summer, and Fall)
LookforlhePAOsdln
Monday'a BO Newa.

CHECK OUT OUR ONLINE CAREER
CENTER:
http7/www.pg.com/careers
-GET YOUR RESUME READY"

FLAMES AND
GAMES
WATERBALLOON
AND
EGO TOMES
ALSO
FREEFOOO
WHERE: CARTER PARK (ON CAMPBELL

Mon. Oct. 7:5:00-6:30pm
Hepanns B Vaconea Available
last names S-ZTBA

Test your knowledge
in the

ARE YOU TRYING TO SCHEDULE A CAMPUS EVEMT7 II your orgarszatton holds any
type of event on campus, you should attend fie
Programming Workshop on Wednesday. Octobar 16 al 7:00pm m tha Alumni Room of t\9
Union. Student Activities staff will be on hand
to clarify space scheduling procedures, give
you tips on planning programs etc. For more intormaton contact tie Student Life Office al
372-2843
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Orenta A
acholarahlpa available trom eponeoratll No
prapaymanta, evert!! tttCaah tar coilegatSt. For Info: l-aOO-243-2436.
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
PUBLICITY OFFFICERS ■ Mark your calen
darn for this year's Publicity Workshop on
Wednesday, October 0.1896 at 7:00pm in fie
Alumni Room of tm Union. Gat GREAT svtormalion on advertising events on campus trom
tha Assoaaia Director of Public Retadons. For
more information call the Student Life Office a!
372-2843.
Attention organizations looking to raise funds
Please contact Sieve al Knickerbocker Ser
irtcaalwiiioraliilonTiarion. Cal3S2-5622.

THE 1886 KEY YEARBOOKS
ARE HERE
STOP BY 28 WEST HALL TO PICK
YOURSUP

The Comer For WefnessrPrevanton
preeents:
Healthy Food Chock-Up
Have Questions about healthy food choices ">
Want to know more about a balanced diet?
Talk to dieieoc students about any
concerns on Tuee. 130-2:30
or Thurs. 10-11 00 Call 372 WELI (9355)

SERVICES OFFERED
OH street parking still available 110 Crim SI.
Price reduced Call 3540110
Pregnant?
Free pregnancy lasts Confidential and caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center
SKYDIVE NOW
End of season special
through October. First jump course 1100.00.
VISA/MC accepted Only 10 minutes trom
BGSU For more into call SKYDIVE BG
3525200

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FEATURING DAILY SPECIALS
Smorgasboard Daily S3.88 1iam-4pm,
4pm-10pm »5 25
"Mon : Spaghetti ml meatballs S3 00
fuss Ravioli 93.00
•Wed.: Spaghetti $3.00
Thurs: Lasagne $3 99
AH pasta spooais nduded salad and 2 pieces
of garlic bread. 'Pick up or dine in only.
352-0638
440 E COURT ST.
DART LEAGUE SIGN-UP
MONDAY OCTOBER 7 • 9:30PM
DOWNTOWN SPORTS BAR

I could keep this between you and me
Because I know you hale publicity
But I want the world to aea
Thai wa made it Through.
So if anyone should ever doubt
E xactiy what we're all about
I win yen. scream and shout
■I Love You

Friday A Saturday
XING
at GAMER'S
* Dimers on Saturday *
Moat Warned
Ternflc Country/Rock Band
Fn a Sal 10pm-dose
Only al Checker's
PHIMUPHIMU
Congratulasons Jody •enecotter
on being named aster of the week.
PHIMUPHIMU
PHI MU PHI MU
Congratulations KELLY MORIARTY
lor making Top 15 for Homecoming
GO KELLY
PHI MU' HOMECOMING * PHI MU
Kely Mo you rock our world1
Congratulaoona on making
Top 15 tor Homecominglll
Love- Menoy.Jela Kelly
PHI MU ' HOMECOMING ' PHI MU

fi

OPEN
•352-8578
BECAUSE EXPERIENCE
COUNTS
248 South Main Str««t (near Post Office)

MED.
1 ITEM

$cooN
■B5T

PEZA

Add Brsadslicks - $2

WaHoo ATB
/\
I /Al/Y f I'.Hf 1/

V

ton"

Mfg PrtceS319 99

$295.00
Two blocks south of woostsr just put Mtd-Am Bank

KKO-KKG'KKG
Congratutatona
MICHELLE BARTH
on making Top 15 lor Homecoming
KKO'KKO'KKG

KKG Juke Fenaarmaker KKG
UI'JukeRaeThal gosh dam LSAT is approaching soon
And you've bean studying your days away
Stody, study. study is ail you do
It seems law aH work, no play
Bum will be over tomorrow
And you'll pass this tea! with ease
Juat Think in twenty yea/a
Youll be making 19$ - and supporting ma.
GOODLUCKIII
LU-Your Big
KKG Juke Fensiermaker KKG

See the Toronto Band
BARE NAKED LADIES
Oct. 11 • tor 2 tickets.
Cal 352-3382. ask for Carol
Tesl your knowledge
In the
College Bowl
"Tha Varsity Soon ol the windOctober 19
Teams of 4 needed
Sign-up now in the UAO office, 330 Union
Last day to sign-up is OcL 11
Any questions call the info kne9 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO
THE 1006 KEY YEARBOOKS
ARE HERE.
STOP BY 28 WE ST HALL TO
PICK UP YOURS.

The Dry Dock
Presents
"ALCOHOL AWARENESS MONTH"
Lat'e Oat Ready To Rumble '98
A "Neural High" Games Night
Come test your skills in a night ol
Games, Food. Music and Fun
Tournaments will be held In all Games.
Card Games. Board Games
Table Tennis and Arcade Games
PRIZES AWARDED TO THE SUPREME
CHAMPIONS
When Friday. October 4
Time:0:OuTOT-Mktnioht
Place Amani
Cost Free
All students invited to anand.
"ALCOHOL AWARENESS MONTH"
Tha Men of BG Calendars
Sold Wad. - Fn 11-4 outside AC4I house.
Profits go to AnfYiris Research A AOII Centennlal $5aach. Bursareble.
Thursday night at Brawalar'a
Ladles Night
Coma and enjoy drink epeclala

WANTED
1 lamsle sublease/ needed tor Spring ~7. 2
bedroom apt. own room 1 1/2 bath
$207.50/mo . gas A alec. Betsy 354-6127.
Sublease/ needed tor mce one bedroom
Apt. located nght downtown. Unfurnished

Cell Cindy ©352 8256

HELP WANTED

91 Awesome Tripe! Hundreds of Studanta
Are Earning Free Spring Break Tripe 8
Money! Sell 8 Tripe A Go Fraal Bahamaa
CrUee $279, Cancun 1 Jamaica $399, Panama
Clly/Daytona
$1191
www.aprlngbraaktraval.com
1-900-679-6398
$1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars
For into can 301 306-1207
Attention organizations looking lo raise funds.
Please contact Slave at Knickerbocker Services for more information Call 352-5822
EMACO Cleaning vnmediaieiy hiring pt.rimo
ponons Tran sponsion required. Competitive
wages. 410-833-4567 or 410-8332345, leave
message
Fleslble Pan Time Sales
Am you looking for a good part Dma job, but
havenl found ona to fn your dass schedule?
Century Marketing, located nght hare in Bowling Green, is hinng pan Dma m-houee sales
representatives for flexible work schedules It
you m9 interested in taking advantage of tie
UNIQUE opportunity, in a InanoTy work environment, apply In parson or sand your raauma

to:

RECREATION OPTIONS ASSISTANT*
Assist m a yaar round recreational program tor i
school age and adult muit handicapped Individuals. Flexible houra include evenings and
weekends. Coaage ex penance preferred
Compeotrve pay. Sand latiar of miaresi to:
Cheryl Tresnsn. Fulton County Board of DO,
1210 N Onokee Si. Wauseon. OH 43567

SECURITY
Stop, Stop, Stop, THIS 18 IT!
Bums Inismaoonal Needs Moovated Paoplel
We have several qualify good paying positions
available, some with the opportunity of supervising.
These positions a/a avssaois due to our rapid
growth and acquisitions ol new accounts.
Coma and work lor tha si Company in the security business' We offer the following:
Flexible Scheduling
Above average wages
Refenal bonus program
Unitorma
Mad eel Benefits
Stock Purchase Prog/am
Dental, vision and Ufa Insurance
Medical, Family and Metemsl leave
Paid training and educational programs
You must hava: Clean cnmmal record, paaa
drug screening, telephone and valid drivers license, references and good work habits.
Please cal 537-8360 or 1-800-382 8132 or
apply in parson between 8:00am and 4 00pm

Mon.-N.oc

The Wesigate Building
3450 Weal Central Ave.
Suite (254
Toledo, OH 43606-1401
lax raaumaa a 537 0230

Telephone Interviewing part-time, no selling re
laxad sfmosphere in Porrysburg. Mostly eves.
8 weekends 674-5842.
THE TIME TO PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE fS
NOWM
TA.S.P. toasmattonaJ is currently looking tor
hard working, motivated students lo fill management positions tor rha summer of 1887.
Positions are Used on a first coma, first qualified basis in the following sreaa all suburbs of
Cleveland. Akron. Canton. Columbus, Dayton.
Youngatown, CmonnaO, and Toledo II you are
looking to Dued your resume, gain valuable experience, and And out more about our manegemeni program please call 1 -800-543-3792
Waitrsss pt-sme. varied hours. Apply between
2-4 Mon Fn. al The Elks Club. 200 Campbell
HillRd.BG
WANTED sMMEDIATELYII
Scorekoeper for home volleyball games. If Interested, please call 372-7004.

FOR SALE
1985 Ford Tempo. Good cond.. new Dres. havs
all maintenance records, 1 fsmity owned. Call
372-8421. ask for Sara.
1988 Mazda 323 Mm cond.. 2 dr. halchbk ,
air, Alpine stero. standard, tow miles, vary ral-Ms. $3750080 CaHStovsn 372-6040.
1881 Ponnac Sunbird
Automatic, air. h*gh miles, no rust, runs wst!
3650 or bast offar. Call 354-0410.
1882 Ford Taurus L - siosllani condition.
$4908.1(419)4238481.
Find lay. A her 3 pm
97 Suzuki Saman Soft top 4 cyl. 4 wd. 5 spd
SO k. 93200. Call 362-9067
Acer Acros IBM clone
486/33 Cpu t monitor
Complete multimedia package
w/Canon Bubble jet printer $500
Playstation Games. Bottom of the 8th
and NBA Shootout tor $25 each
Call 3538218 after 5

Bearcraftera Roof Rack for sale. Skiing and
windsurfing attachments, rack is lockabis.
$110.00. Call 352-0200.
Brother word processor with 13" monitor A
memory. Barely used. $220 00, OBO. Work
desk with 2 drawers $ shelf $50, OBO.
8238201.
For Sale Iguana $75, Super Nintendo with one
controller $50. Cal 354-5053
FOR SALE: Iguana wfcags. lights, other
mlac accessories. $150 o.b.o.
Call (418)669-2582

FOR SALE: -85 Mercury Topaz
$500 o.Do. Good car tor work
or parts. Call 354-0140
Rottweiler puppies. Brsd tor massive size
Available now. Full blooded. $250.
Call 1 419-436 OS42
Trek 300 road bike. Blue, very good condition,
$75 Cell Nets)ie @352 2292
Trinity United Methodist Church
Rummage Sale
Thurs. Oct. 3 58pm
Fri.Oc!.4 0am-2pm
Sat. Oct. 5 0am-4pm
Mon. Oct. 7 0am-2pm

Century Marketing
12838 S.DnieHwy.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Aim: Personnel
EOE

FT/FT flejibie schedule. Easy work, no expo
rience. Earn $300 $600 wkiy al home guaranwed Call 7 days (407) 875-2022 98*
0S91H40.
Interviewing experienced barmaids only. Apply
between 2-4pm . Monday, Oct. 7. College
Station 1618E Woosiet.
Jan the wan staff at Nuareth Hall in Grand
Rapids. OH. Call 419-832-2900. Only 10
minulee from BG. The perfect job lor a busy
coaage achadula.
Need extra money? Need help Sat Oct. 5 only.
$600 par hour. Call 1-800-927-1645 from 7 to
430, call 688-5783 aflet that
Pan-Dma or FuH-Sme hato needed
$1.25 Bonus tor nighli weekend hours
Apply in person al Marathon Station on
Front Street in Grand Rapids

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bdrm apanmania
Available Now
Newtove Rentals * 352-5620
1 bdrm. apt. tor rant. Single or grad students.
Sreet perking available. Cal Marion at Newman's Marathon 3531311.
1 Female sublessor needed, Spring 1997 3
bedroom house, dose to campus, own room,
$175 a month A electric'gss Ask for Tiffany
354-3108
2 and 3 bdrm. houses for rani
Call Preferred Properties at
352-8378
2brJrmhousea also l bdrm apt 354-6800
Large 2 bdrm. apta. tor rent
Call Preferred Properties at
352-8378

The BGSU Dance Team
would like to congratulate
our captain

Jennifer Mingus
for being chosen in the
Homecoming Top 15!

Since 1964

Open 4pm Weekdays

FRE DELIVERY
OTHER BIKES FROM JUST $220

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE. INDEPENDENT AND FRATERNITY CE HOCKEY - OCT
7; WOMEN'S INNEHTUBE WATER POLO E OCT. 8: ALL ENTRCS DUE IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE BY 4:00PMON DUE DATE.

BG CREW BG CREW
Good luck this weekend in Pittsburgh
Row Hard
FH. SS, HC
BG CREW BG CREW

College Bowl
The Varsity Soon of the Mlnd"
OelobeMO
Teamed4 needed
Sign-up in the UAO office. 330 Union
Last day to sign up is Oct. 11
Any questions cal the into line 4? 2-7184
Sponsored by UAO

Help wanted at Gamer's. Need senous. quality
help Call 352 8780

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

CAMPUS EVENTS

(6296-01-1)
EWtrr»TC*JfKJCONSULTl»fO DIVISION
Information Technology Consultant
(6206-03-1)
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
Management Trainee Sales (6296-04 l)
CHECKFRU CORPORATION
Programmer (8206-05-1)

FREE CELLULAR PHONE
FREE
UNLIMITED WEEKEND CALLS
FREE
UN LIMITED LONG DISTANCE

352-5166
Exp. 10-10-96
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Good Luck Mingus!
We're proud of you!

Days before the performance...

Behind the closed curtain

Skunu Wwkmaa ud Jay Y«ucTkc BC Nuri

Sieve Boone (above), technical director and lighting designer, Installs
a shelf oo the aet of "Born Yesterday." Boone said the set designers do
everything from carpentry to electrical work before the production.
Leslie Bentley (right) sews a costume about a week before the production. Costume designers work on the costumes for four to five
weeks.
Myers said he meets with
Dawn Keller
Steve Boone, technical director
The BC News
and lighting designer, and MarHammers pound and sewing garet McCubbin, costume desigmachines hum as the cast and ner and production coordinator,
crew make preparations for the to discuss the best way to present
upcoming play "Bom Yester- the play.
day."
Myers said they all give Input
"What fundamentally underAudience members will get to
see the result of the weeks of that lines all of this is that we respect
preparation when "Born Yester- each other's ability as artists and
respect the contribution each
day" hits the stage next week.
Norman Myers, director of other makes," Myers said.
Boone said they meet together
"Born Yesterday," said weeks of
to make decisions.
planning went Into the play.
"We make plans together and
There are several stages of
planning, which start with the then about a week later the crew
Theatre Department deciding starts working on the set," he
which plays to produce, accord- said.
McCubbin said she talks to
ing to Myers.
"We have a complex system in Myers about the costumes.
"Several weeks before the coswhich we propose plays that
would be suitable for produc- tumes start being made, I talk to
tion," Myers said. "The commit- the director and we decide if we
\ff will put plays together that are going to stick with the year of
we think will fit together in a the play and what looks they
want for certain characters," she
season."

said. "I start doing sketches and
taking them into the director. We
have been working on these costumes for about five weeks. "
McCubbin said they decided to
tweak the costumes forward
from 1946 to 1948. McCubbin
said others speak about the main
female character Blllie Dawn as
someone who really knows how
to dress.
"The play is set in 1946, but in
1948 they came out with a new
look," she said. "I really like the

new look. We want Blllie to be
really fashionable in a sometimes
slightly tacky way."
McCubbin said four graduates
and six undergraduates work in
the costume shop and theatre
students help.
"Theatre students do a lot of
our finishing work, depending on
their skills," she said.
Boone said he also works with
graduate, undergraduate and
theatre class students.
"They paint scenery, saw

boards, drive nails as well as haul
equipment from one theater to
the other," he said.
McCubbin said the toughest
part is making sure what the director wants and what the costume shop creates looks good on
stage.
"You're never certain of how
something is going to look. That's
why we have dress rehearsal,"
she said.
Boone said the most difficult
part of scene design is making

==<&--— -•—

• 12 Pool TaMaa • Snacks

Located in the Woodland Mall /
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• Billiard Supplies * Tournaments
• Video Games

145 N. Main,
Bowling Green

ULV

«**H
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$2.00 per hour
■

•Pool

.——

352 - 9951

£5

Friday & Saturday
Mark Mikel
Hallucination

353-7665

Wee/^Cy Specials

S. Main
Downtown
3S2-2595
Fax 353-5210

NMain

20% Discount for
BGSU Students on
equipment

Hours: Sun -Thurl SOPpm-12»m Ffl- S«t 3:00pnv2am
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See CURTAIN, page nine.
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sure nothing Is done twice.
"Every time you build a set
there is a challenge or different
thing that you want to do," Boone
said. "We've done 'Born Yesterday' before at Bowling Green and
we go out of the way to not do the
same set twice for the same
show."
Boone said the scene shop employees use several kinds of
technology.

»Video Games

-Electronic Darts

•Pinball
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At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel
strongly about the quality of education we provide

clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness care and practice management;

to our 600 students and their preparedness for

• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience;

satisfying careers.

• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty attention,

As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide

• Clinical internships in 80* Minnesota community clinics

easy access to educational resources;

Wednesday
Nights

Spare Ribs &
BBQ Ribs
Cole Slaw & Fries

Chicken
Dinner
Mashed Potatoes,
Cole Slaw, Peas & Rolls

Mexican Fiesta

you with an educational experience featuring:

and five College public clinics;
• Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunities;

• 55 yeirs of expertise developing a well-rounded,
rigorous educational program integrating the basic and

• A research center known internationally and dedicated to
advancing chiropractic srience and the profession;

Choice of: Beet.Chicken,

• Final term, full-time private practice internships globally;

or Seafood
Also Monday night Frozen
Margaritas,: Lime & Strawberry

• A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge classrooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities;
• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job
placement

(

*£Bss$>

**«

ifaP

BBQ
Chicken
Corn on the Cob

Prime Rib &
Deluxe Rib
Buffet

• New state-of-the-irt library to support education and

ytftf^Sa
Everyday
Sv60
Tuesday & Thursday
-Taco SaladMonday to Friday
Soup, Salad, & Roast Beef
Buffet

research,
For a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at.
1-800-888-4777.

jr.

%

Committed to Clinical Excellence and Preparedness for Professional Success
NorthwtStern College Of Chiropractic • 7501 Weit 84th Street • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55431
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Music & Arts Festival underway
By Vilirli Kopp
The BC News
Featuring campoaer-conduoter
Karel Husa aa the headlining
guest, the 17th Annual New Music and Arts Festival kicked off
this week at the University.
This three-day celebration of
the arts began yesterday, but
there are still a number of events
taking place today and tomorrow.
The New Music & Arts Festival, created by Marilyn Shrude,
brings well-known and internationally acclaimed artists and
musicians to campus so students
can get a chance to meet the people they study in class and to
learn from them directly. It also
provides a free sampling of visual and performing arts.
Shrude, professor of composition and history, started the New
Music and Arts Festival in 1980,
and has been its director ever
since. According to Shrude, It all
began when the Moore Musical
Arts Center first opened.
A festival was planned to celebrate the center's completion and
show it of f to the public Due to
the success of the original, the

festival became an annual musical event.
The Fine Arts element wasn't
added to the festival until its seventh year, when composer John
Cage was Invited to attend. The
artists and dancers he brought
with him added a visual aspect to
his musical pieces.
"It seemed natural to branch
out," said Shrude, and as a result
the School of Art was invited to
participate.
The festival usually has main
headliner with numerous other
artists and musicians.
Husa, a Pulitzer-Prize winning
composer and this year's special
guest, is celebrating his 75th
birthday here in Bowling Green.
He will be conducting some of his
works performed by the Bowling
Green Philharmonic and other
guests. Compositions of his will
be performed throughout the
three-day festival as well. Husa
will also host a composition seminar and be involved in two panel
discussions.
Prize-winning guitarist Sharon
Isbin is also scheduled as a featured guest. Isbin, a musician

127 N. Main. B.G.* 353-1361
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Marilyn Shrude
professor of composition and
history
which follows a lecture by Skoglund.
Eight other artists will also
show their photographs, which
have all been produced in the
same manner.
"The photographers in this exhibition utilize fabricated Imagery and constructed subjects to
create their work. As a group,
these photographs are reproductions of nonexistent realities," explained Jacqueline

Nathan, curator and BGSU Exhibition Program Administrator.
While moat photos are considered to be a frozen moment in
time, these are considered "deliberate fictions" because the
subject matter has specifically
been made to be photographed.
This art form brings up questions
of what is real and what Isn't, as
well as the photographer's role as
the creator and controller.
Other exhibitions opening this
week are "Louis Kreuger, Photographs" and "Pin-Ups: The
Peoples' Photography show."
Kreuger is the new director of
the School of Art. He will be making his debut by showing his
I work from the past three decades
at the Kennedy Green Room in
the Music Building.
Everyone in the community is
1
invited to be a part of "Pin-Ups"
1
at the Wlllard Wankleman Gallery in the Fine Arts Building. All
non-offensive submissions will
be accepted regardless of size or
subject matter. Photographs can
be submitted throughout the
opening and reception at 7 p.m.
Saturday and will remain on dis-

play until November 8th. No
frames are necessary.
Because of the closeness between the School of Art and College of Musical Arts, students
I have decided to decorate the
i walkway between the two buildings so patrons can remain in a
festive mood as they go back and
forth. Student involvement Is a
very important element to the
festival
"We really like doing things
with the Art Department It
broadens our own perspective on
art," said Shrude. "The majority
of people in this building are involved in some way."
The Toledo Museum of Art has
also helped immensely by holding a couple of events there on
Saturday. The Toledo Museum
of Art has a different audience
consisting of people who might
not normally be able to get to
Bowling Green."
This year's festival is sponsored by Medici Circle, the
BGSU Cultural Events Committee, Arts Midwest, the Ohio Arts
Council, and Toledo Friends of
Photography.

Artist creates and performs musical selections for TV show

WILL SMITH
BILL PULLMAN

Sounds

"We really like doing
things with the Art
Department. It
broadens our own
perspective on art.
The majority of
people in this
building are involved
in some way."

Local musician plays for FOX

'Mill /I'I I 111, 1(11
1

partially sponsored by GTE, is a
highly regarded guitarist worldwide who has managed to expand
the versatility of an already versatile instrument. Isbin held a
seminar yesterday and will be
performing at Kobacker Hall tonight
The concert, which is the only
event all weekend to administer a
cover charge, will cost $13 or $21
to attend, depending on seating
choice.
On the other side of Ridge
Street, Sandy Skoglund is headlining an exhibition in the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery in the
Fine Arts Building.
Skoglund, a photographer who
creates her own subject matter
to be photographed. Is a worldrenowned artist.
In one of her pieces, "The
Green House," an entire furnished living room is covered with
green raffia grass and filled with
about two dozen bright blue lifesize dogs. The actual scene has
been set up in the gallery and can
be viewed tonight at the opening
of an exhibition titled "This is a
Set Up: Fab Photo/Fictions,"
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Sandblast Champs 1996
Great Job, Guys!!

a
x Love your coaefies. Erin, Carolyn, Jen. and Betsy M
<
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Aaron Welsbrod
The BG News
For local musician Mark Mikel,
creating and performing musical
selections for the nationally
aired TV show "In the Zone" on
Fox can be added to his resume
right under "singer," "guitarist,"
"producer," and "recording artist."
Although the show, which features stories exclusively about
baseball and other sports, will be
going off the air for a short
period of time due to the end of
the baseball season, Mikel and
his partner Jon Stalnbrook (the
charismatic frontman of the
Toledo-based punk band The
Stain) will be doing music for the
show when it returns from its
hiatus to cover hockey.
"I don't know what they're going to have us write about yet."
Mikel admitted, although he
knew with certainty that the
duo's music would be appearing
on the show.
When asked how a regional
musician from Toledo got involved with a nationally broad-

cast television show on a major
network, Mikel credited his
partner Stainbrook with most of
the work.
"He's just an amazing guy and
a great talker." Mikel commented. "A long time ago he got the
opportunity for us to do music
for Vision Streetwear. They had
us do music for bike videos and
sports videos, and that branched
off in other company's wanting to
use us."
Later a woman who had previously hired the duo contacted
them in regards to them doing
music for NFL football. This arrangement ended-up not working
out, however, but Mikel and
Stainbrook were quickly recruited for "In the Zone" Instead.
Mikel, whose band The Mark
Mikel Hallucination will be performing this Friday and Saturday
at Howard's Club H, has also achleved a high amount of regional status due to the fact that
his band's song "Out in the Midnight Rain" was the first song to
recieve regular airplay on a regional commercial station.

When asked about the issue,
Mikel agreed that this situation
probably helped to spur the
now-thriving regional original
music scene.
"At the time there really
wasn't [an original music scene],
but now there is." He commented. "I think it had something to
do with something. I think it
made some people realize 'Wow,
maybe if we did do our own music bigger things would happen
for us.' I think now they've all
found out that's wrong ..." He
added jokingly.
"Around that time ... there
wasn't many [local CDs out], but
now there's local sections [at the
record stores], and there's massive amounts of [localJCDs, and it
all happened right around that
time period, from 1993 until
now." Mike] explained.
As The Mark Mikel Hallucination's two previous discs "Sorghum Pudding" and "The Idiot
Smiles" can attest to, the band
creates a sound that Mikel's him-

self describes as "Diverse ...
drawn from many of the
different British invasion influences [like] the pychadelia of
the late sixties and early seventies, [but] with a modern original twist."
Along with making semiregular appearances throughout
the area, Mikel is also busy putting finishing touches on the
band's third CD, which will consist of 22 or 23 songs.
"They all sound pretty finished, but they're not up to my
standards yet, so I'm not going to
release it until each song has
blossomed."
At their shows this Friday and
Saturday the band will be playing
the whole "Abbey Road" album
by The Beatles from start to finish, as well as a number of their
own originals.
Friday night The Sprags will be
opening the show for The Mark
Mikel Hallucination, while Baked
Potato will be the opening act on
Saturday.

Country music award winners announced
The Associated Press
Winners of the 1996 Country
Music Association awards, as announced Wednesday during a
CBS-TV special:
ENTERTAINER OF THE
YEAR: Brooks * Dunn.

FEMALE VOCALIST OF THE
YEAR: Patty Loveless.
MALE VOCALIST OF THE
YEAR George Strait.
SINGLE OF THE YEAR (for
singer): "Check Yes or No,"
George Strait
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: "Blue

Clear Sky" by George Strait.
HORIZON AWARD: Bryan
White.
VOCAL GROUP OF THE
YEAR: The Mavericks.
VOCAL DUO OF THE YEAR:
Brooks & Dunn.
MUSIC VIDEO OF THE YEAR

Sponsored by
Womyn for
Womyn and
Ponhellenic
Council

Join us in a symbolic
march against violence
towards women on Oct. 8th.
Women meet at the city court
house at 8:30 pm and march
at 9:30 pm. Men meet at Student
Services Building at 9:00 pm.
Women and Men will rally together
at Student Services at 10:15 pm for
food, drinks, music, and speakers.

Any questions call the Womyn's Resource Center at

5-2881
Hope to see Everyone there!!!!!!!
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HOMECOMING MERCHANDISE SALE
October 3 4 4,1996
T-shirts
$12.00
Playing Cards
$1.00
Stress Balls
$1.00
yo-yb's
$1.00

©

$1500

2 Value Package:
g All 4 items for $14.00

IMPROVE YOUR NIGHT LIFE.

o 10:00 am-3:00 p.m.
o Steps of the Education Building'
Too many accidents are caused by car drivers who didn't see the motorcyclists.
That's why reflective vests, bright clothing, and reflectorized tape are so t
important. They help you be seen. And standing out on a dark, crowded
road can keep your evening from being ruined, WTMMU IMTT
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BORN
' YESTERDAY
by Carson Kanin
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

October 9 - 12 at 8:00 p.m.
October 13 at 2:00 p.m.
For Reservations call 372-2719

imom

"PRIZE DRAWINGS AT EACH PERFORMANCE**
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Homecoming 1996
RG.SU.
UNITED COLORS OF BO

0

UNITED COLORS OF BO

«

MUSICIAN OF THE YEAR
Mark O'Connor.

presents

ASA AHA ASA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA

The sisters of
ALPHA XI DELTA
would like to congratulate
BETSY HAUPTMAN
in making top 15 for the
Homecoming Qiieen!!
Your sisters are very proud!
GOOD LUCK BETSY!!

"My Wife Thinks You're Dead"
by Junior Brown.
SONG OF THE YEAR (for
songwriter): "Go Rest High on
That Mountain" by Vince Gill.

c
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'The Illusion' CURTAIN
begins
theatre,,
season

Continued from page «cvcn.

Scott Shrlnir
The BC News

The Bowling Green Theatre
Department has begun Its
1996-97 season with "The Illusion," which opened on
Wednesday and continues
through Saturday.
The comedy, adapted in 1988
by Tony Kushner, is based on a
French play, "L'lllusion Comique," written by Pierre Cornellle
and first produced in 1635.
The story takes place in France
in the 17th century. It focuses on
a man named Pridamant (played
by David Chapman), who, because of a near death experience,
has a desire to find out what happened to his son who ran away IS
years earlier. He seeks out the
help of the magician Alcandre
(Peter Mackey), who shows him
three different visions of what
has become of his son.
Other cast members include
Scott Leon Smith, Heath A. Dlehl,
Stephannie Gearhart, Ellen Bean
Larabee, Jason Kramer and Kevin R. Myers.
"The Illusion" is an "Elsewhere" production, staged in 411
South Hall Friday and Saturday
night at 8 p.m. and at 2 p.m. on
Saturday afternoon.

Cinemark Theatres
CINEMA 5
■S

11234 N. Main St. 354-0558

Mighty DucKsj^PG)
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"We are carpenters, metal
workers and electricians," he
said. "Sometimes we work with
wacky materials. One of the guys
is looking for plastic and aluminum to make musical instruments."
Myers said while McCubbin's
expertise is costume design and
Boone's is set design and lighting, his Is educating actors.
"My Job mostly consists of
educating student actors in the
play and helping them reach
their potential," he said.
"However, I don't tell people
what to do. I encourage them to
empower themselves."
Myers said the actors rehearse
about three hours a day, four
days a week for about five weeks.
"That is seemingly is not
enough time, but when you've got
people who are as talented as
we've been fortunate enough to
have, it works," he said. "If you
concentrate your attention on
this for two or three hours, you

can get the Job done."
Myers said a great deal of
learning takes place as the actors
rehearse.
"As much Intensity, as much
passion, as much genuine education, teaching and learning goes
on In the five-week rehearsal as
may go on in an entire course,"
Myers said.
Myers said while the play is
fun. It's not frivolous.
"It's fun, enjoyable and exciting, but it's not Just a frivolous
little thing where people get
together to put on a play," he
said. "We're very serious about
it, and it's very professional."
Myers said the most difficult
part of directing the play is realizing that the cast Is made up of
students.
"They have instructors who
are not going to release them because they are rehearsing a
play," he said. "The person who
is playing a major role in an intense scene under the pressure
of deadline also has a biology test
tomorrow morning which he

When:

Sunday
Oct. 13
Time:
12:00(noon)-1:45p.m.
2:00 p.m. Production
Where:
Cafe Shadeau,
902 E. Wooster, B.G., OH
Presentation:Meet directors and designers:
Born Yesterday
$12 (brunch & theatre)

For Reservations:
CalkBGSU Theatre 419/372-0527

1-1(1 .a-1S-S?5-7-35-8:45
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must pass to graduate."
Boone said it can be difficult to
get students who have enough
time for rehearsals.
"They have other responsibilities," he said. "It's hard to get
someone to run three weeks of
rehearsals Just to run lights. So
Saturday we will have a long
rehearsal for six to eight hours
with people running the lightboards to get it right"
The play is about a Junkyard

At this price,
reservations
won't last!

owner who goes to Washington
after World War II to make
crooked deals with government
officials. His mistress Billle
Dawn Oaccompanics him.
Her lack of grace causes the
Junkyard owner to be embarrassed, so he hires a reporter to
teach Billle Dawn proper behavior.
Harry, the Junkyard owner,
gets more than he bargained for
as Billle Dawn becomes edu-

cated.
The play will be presented Oct
9. through Oct. 12 at 8 p.m. with a
matinee on Oct. 13 at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for adults and $4
for students and senior citizens.
Tickets can be purchased at the
theater box of rices in University
Hall or by calling 372-2719 from
10 am to 2 p.m. and 4 pjn. to 7
p.m.
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BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Not Another Sports Bar!
Not Another Dance Bar!
A
Unique Hangout for 21 and Over
Featuring The Schnapps Shot Bar
All Shots only $1.50

Put Some Excitement in
Your Sunday!
Join Us For An Afternoon of Theatre &
More!
Enjoy a delicious lunch at Cafe Shadeau
and learn backstage theatre.

Cost:

First Wives Club (PGI

YOU DO (PG)
i;M-a:H)- 530-7,55 -9:35
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Enjoy the Best Music Videos Every Night of the Week!
so*

Otaft***

Happy Hours
5pm-9pm
Everyday

50t

Mixed

brinks

Friday & Saturday Nite
Contemporary Rock
Sunday Nite
Classic Rock
"Never a cover charge at the best

bar in BG!"

NO PASSES

Thanks for letting
Huntington
take you to the
BG/UT game!
See you there!
Huntington
Banks

n?t

MEMBER

FDIC
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Hovlen'i •Wi«rnv>g''(i987)PG-i3'|Movi«: »• faslForwartr(t985|JormSconCiougri |F»stLook
Raceweek: NASCAR

| This la America

rr~i.^

News

CABLE STATIONS
ESPN Scwrfsxenter (R)
HBO (10.45) Movio:

NightkneXl Hollywood

M'A-S'H X Tonight Show (In Slereo)

ArtWrlohp Gourmet

Movie

■•■—■ Hli

20/20 JC

BillNye

Doctor It In instructional Programming

to

{T"T.V'.
Boeie 0 Dor.nell X

One Lrlt to Live I

SWMMSt Instructional

v

,^Bn„.,,WilHW,

■TH'iOrei'i

WHyChlMranX

[Top Cops

7 AM

|WingsX

8 AM

7:30

1

8:30

1

9 AM

[Medusa Truth

Boring Bryant Brannon vs. Roy Jones Jr.. X
More and Les Levine

Sightings ■]

Night Stalker ftmptrl

Renegade (In Slereo) X

Movie: ••• "The A^oi;/ance"(l990) Eric Rcoerls

1

9:30

High School Footbs*

Sci-Fi Buzz jln Space

10 AM

Twil.Zone |Sightings

Sightings

Big Easy "The Gamble r"

"Beach"

OCTOBER 5.1996
II AM
11:30

10:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

m
<P
fP
fP
«P
SP

Animal Adventures

To Be Announced

Paid Program

U.S. Farm Report

Naturescer*

SecretsolCrypI

Bugs & Tweety

Jungle Cubs X

[New Doug

Bugs A Tweety

Bone Chillers X

Science Guy

Sing Me a Story IT

Saved by Bell

Hang Time (In Slereo) Saved by Bell

Cakfomia Dreams S

Michigan

Wild Ohio

Joy o* Painting

Grilling

Internet! (In Stereo)

Computer Chronicles John Stob.in

Puzile Place (R) X

Lamb Chop

Prudhomme's Fiery

Marcia Adams

Trailside: Adventure

Wild Ohio

Spider-Man K

Goosebumps X

Lile With Louie X

X-Men On Stereo) X

Animal Adventures

Midwest Outdoors

American Adventurer Sports Eipress (R)

Auto Show

Life With Louie X

X-Men (In Stereo) X

Tick (In Slereo) 3

Great Outdoors

| College Gameday

All Dogs Go

Dino Babies «

C-Bear and Jamal X

Big 8ad Beelleborgs Casper (In Slereo) X

Dynamo Duck

Pigasso's Place

Kids Cafe

Sky Dsncers

Richie Rich

Dragon Flyz

111

Monty Python

WhoaeUne?

Movie: *** "Abbot! and Cosleilo Meet Frankensten- (1948. Comedy) Bud Abbott.

Mystery Science Theater 3000 (R)

Ultimate Outdoors

Fly Fishing Magazine Under Wild Skies

Photo Safari

Paid Program

Paid Program

ForMyPtopk

[Straight Talk

To Be Announced

Paid Program

Paid Program

PM Pragma

Inside the PGA Tour

Inside Sr. PGA

Sportacancar (R)

A-League Soccer

Pro Football Insider

1

i i mi

Sporta/Health

Against the Spread

Sports/Health

■

1 II

Amencan Shooter

BM Goosebumps X
|Outdoor Store

|Walker'sCay

inaeyanculVi PO1

Movie: ■ • "Richie ROT (1994) A young Nuoni N crosses rams w;fi a

Composers' Specials Mrnsed boy frnds frienc; Neverendmg Story X Wizard oftex

Football Weekly

Prime Cuts (R)

Bl 1

Dragon Ftyz

To Be Announced

Powerrider

Gargoyles-Gohath

Race to Save the Planet 'More lor Less" X

(Off Air)
(4 30) Movie: ••» 'Vy°al Trigger" (1946)

Ninja Turtles

Parenting Works! X

Shining Time Station Barney 1 Friends s

(4:50)Movie: ««* "W»eds"(19e7)Formemm tes go on tour with a pi. y about prison Me. 'R'

scin

Kipper's P.O.V.

Street Sharks X

Kidsongs'In Stereo)

Pad Program

SC

Animal Adventurea

Today Women's health issues; the American women's gymnastic team (In Stereo) X

World of National Gea graphic (In Stereo) J.

Zoo Today
Mighty Ducks I

News;

(Off Air)

ESPN NHL Hockey
HBO

HeadhneNewa

News fof Kids

Nick News (In Steteo) O»diaton2000

With God on Our Side

COM

Agricountry

To Be Announced

Paid Program

NBC News Nightside Used Cars

CD

USA

4

(3 00] Home Shopping Spree

|Footbail Forecast

Sports 101

Tick (In Slereo) I

1

Coll. Football

<

Week-Baseball

SciFi Theater

Men Into Space

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Movie: ••• 'The Venus tva/s"(19BS) Anmaled Earthings colonize a now-habnable Venus

Anti-Gravity Room X Odyssey |R) X

Facts of UfeX

Bloomberg TV

Bloomberg TV

Bloomberg TV

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Street Fighter X

SATURDAY

.. ■ -■ ■■ . ■

^-r-^

i

1 i ■. i i

*

J

« «—. ■ ■■■

M

i ■ ■■.»—. i

Wmirl'J'j If l>«HlllJ,',l»Pt:iBa><J^ ■»«:!■*! J^ la* I*:IBEI

LL.^

. i—T—s-TT—r-.-R-. ■ i—S—XT;—i v v.- , i—r-n:—i

M

m■ i ■

|Pak) Program

World Wrestling Federation Live Wire

WlngCommand

OCTOBER 5.1996
*A
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BROADCAST STATIONS

<P
m

Beakman

rp
en
en

|

Storybreek TBA

|TBA

|Gunsmoke Hawk-

Turning Pt

NewsX

College Football Boston Coaege at Wesl Virginia. (Live) X

Paid Prog. College Football Penn Slate at Ohio Stale. (Live)
Movie: •» little Monsrers- (1989) Fred Savage
Weekend
[NBC News
Horse RKing. Breeders' Cup Preview. TBA
LPGA Golf Bg Apple Classic - Tmrd Round. (Live) I
Inside Stuff To Be Announced
Wild Am
Austin City Limits (R)
Wdwright
Chefs
Naturosc'n Prime
Eating Wei Garden
Gourmet
Old House Workshop Hometlme Rou'er

Flash

Uichioan

Old House

Monic::nie

Old House

To Be Announced

Cape "Just a Rumor" E

Workshop 1 Grilling

Gourmet

Xena: Warnor Pnncess

Hercukss-Jmys.

College Football Michigan State al Iowa (Live)

|TBA

| Fortune

Medicine Woman

Early Edition (In Stereo)

Second Noah (In Stereo) Coach X

Entertainment Tonight

| Common

M'A-S'HS jMajor League Baseball Playof'-

Relativity (In Slereo) I

-Teams TBA

Previews

Lawrence Welk Show

Tales From Ohio

Major League Baseball Playoffs: Divisional Round Game 3 - Teams TBA

Seinfeld X [Home Imp.

CopsX

College Football Teams lo Be Announced

Entertainers (In Stereo)

Movie

Garden

Travels

Movie: m'l "H/rerofOeath"(1989. Adventure)

|Traveis

|Simpsons [Step-Step

Martin X

|Cope(R)X Married...

iMarnage

F/X: The Sense

Saturday Night Live X

Austin City Limits (R)

Spirit of the Wild
Movie:... "Bab/Boom"(ige7)

Garden

The Iferssjsk Coast"

[Mad TV (In Slereo) X

Movie
News

|NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wngs al New Jersey Devils. (Live)

| Nature X

|Mystery!: Over
Lazarus
TBA

|Roseanne |KungFu: Legend Cont.

"Across"

ATIONS

W,'l."!. ,!■ Tompkins

Baseball

SCIFI Secret ID.
USA

Men-Badly Cash E«p

Spirit ol the Wild

Painting

Outer Limits (In Slereo)

NewsX

Alt Creatures

lA-Ust X

iHicks: Ride

lAbsdutery luilman
Scoreboard Baseball

|Sporlaclr. |CoBege Fggtbew:Clemsonal Florida Stale. (Live) X
Basebal
Major League Baseball Playoffs: Dmsenal Round Game 3 or 4 - Teams TBA PGAGoK: Las Versu Invtotional-• Fourth Round (Live)
ESPN Gameday
Movie:** "Richie»oV(19941 MacajiayCurkin X [Movie: "TBeBrMBeso'»4adisonCounry"(i»95)X
HBO ItoviseVe "Odd JoSs-(i9861 PG-13' |Movie: »♦ "HMtrv;OuT(19e7) 'PG-13' [Movie: ••«♦ ■Termsof E«*wrmsnf-( 1983) Shirley MacLane. X Diaries
SC

Walker. Tesas Ranger X NewsX

Lawrence Welk Show

Painting

Cudna

Movie: ••'■> "Edofe and the Cruisers II: EMe Lves'lMovie:» "More Amencan GraM"(l979. Drama)

CA|
LfffV'l

(

Inside the NFL (R) (In Stereo) X

HorMK

College Football: Eastern Michigan at One. (LJve)
Dracula

Swsmp

Dragon

Renegade (In Slereo) X

SUNDAY
1 SAM

1

[Scoreboard Players

|TrailerPark Movie: ••'> Crackle of Oeath"(1974. Horror)

Scoreboard Golf Am.

lOn Course

Movie:., i TteDarinintftoMalMf/ (M7S)

Buckeye

6 AM

7 AM

6:30

8 AM

7:30

Movie: •• Too' kVortf'(l992) K«n Basnger

8:30

9 AM

|Pacific Blue (In Slereo)

9:30

[ArlisaX

|"S*»nr

Keeneland College Football Big East Game - Teams TBA.

College Football Tennessee-Chattanooga al Marshall. (Live)

Odyssey X Tekwar (R) (In Stereo) X |Movie: Xamfs Gate (1996) Mchael Pare X

Stories

[Movie:**1* TaailevJBlood"(1993)RaquelWekJi. ]Movie: •** TheAmOuBnce"(i990)EncRobeiis

Pacific Blue (in Slereo)

5:30

iFootbes

|Major League Baseball Playoffs

30Seconda Comedy Hour
Sellings

Tekwar (R) (In Stereo) X ["Carvers"

Weird Sd. [Weird Sci.

Movie: .. HghlE,esir{ 1991)

10 AM

OCTOBER 6,1996
11AM
11:30

10:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

«T>

(3 00) Home Shopping Spree

Shop Spree

To Be Announced

To Be Announced

Day ol Discovery TT.

Kenneth Copeland (In Stereo)

Sunday Morning I

tF>
TO
rp

[4.00) Movie: ** "St Helens" (1981, Drama)

Paid Program

Paid Program

Morning Prayer

Paid Program

Good Morning America/Sunday ■

Martha Stewart

This Old House (R)X Toledo Up Front

NBC News Nightside |UeedCars

To Be Announced

Community doae-Up To Be Announced

To Be Announced

Hour of Power (In Slereo) X

Feed the Children

Jack Van Impe

Today (In Slereo) X

Barenboim Conducts Brahma (In Slereo) X

Legendary Trails iIn St ereo) (Part 1 ot 4) X

Katie and OrbieX

Barney* Friends X

Sesame Street (R) X

Magic School Bus X

European Journal

Out ot Ireland

Editors

Tony Brown

Kidsongs (In Slereo)

Shining Time Station Barney 1 Friends X

Puzzle Place (R)X

Lamb Chop

Katie and Orbie 1

Magic School Bus!'.

Magic School Bus X
Paid Program

Lile on the Internet I Computer Chronicles

(Oh Air)

©
©
m

Oscar's Orchestra

Dino Babies I

Paid Program

Jimmy Swaggart

(4«D) Movie:

Golden TV Greets

Main Floor

Pre. Bodysense

Princess Gwenevere

Strike Force

Paid Program

Its Your Business

Hour of Power (In Slereo) X

(Off Air)

CAE
■ -.I Paid Program

1 Paid Program

SC

Pre Beach Soccer From Olunawa. Japan. (R)

Speedweek(R)
Sportsmeetth

Futbol Uundial (R)

Dan Berry Home

Think Tank

NFL Films Presents

Foi News Sunday

Siegfried-Roy

Jumanji X

Mouse > the Monster Incredible Hulk I

B.A.D. X

Church Services

Princess Gwenevere

Stnke Force

JumanjIX

Mouse S the Monster Incredible Hulk X

B.A.O. X

Space Monkeys

|Si*gtrled-Roy

Sports Reporters

[Sportscenter

[NFL Countdown

Inside Sr. PGA

Inside the PGA Tow

ng Story X Wirard ol Or»
Sports/Health

Sporta/HeaMi

NFL Match-Up (R)

Lions Report

1
[Sportsweekly

Movie: **H -Di. JetyCandMs. Hvde' (1995) Sean Young 'PG-13 X

Powerrider

To Be Announced

Football Forecast
;

Movie: ... SiweiD'ejms"(i9e5)JessaLange.'PG-i3'I

Patnlinder

Pro Football Insider

SCIFI

14:00) Movie: "Or Terror's House of Horrors"

Paid Program

Paid Pfogfim

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Sci-Fi Trader

Sci-Fi Bun 1

C-Net Central B

Web

USA

Facts ofLifeX

C-Net Central

Superman Batman

Mighty Mai

Double Dragon

Action Man

Ultraforce (In Slereo)

Streel Fighter »

Mortal Kor:bat

WingCommand

Savage Dragon X

[ Paid Program

John Cooper

Meet the PreesI

Dr. James Kennedy

Movie: -DreamnOef"(\ 992. Drama) Matthew G nak (In Slereo) PG'

Prime Cuts (R)

A Time for Caring I

esjasjasjasjasjasjasjasjasjasjasjasjasjaa»sjasja»eiMI-J.'-M'';^^^

Mystery Science The* er3000|R:
Sportscenter (Ri

| Face the Nation X

This Week With David Bnnkley X

Space Monkeys

Church ol Today

Paid Program

Scholastic Spl
ESPN College Football Clemson al Florida Slate
HBO Movie: Dead Bex~{ 1995. Drama) Bruce Ramsay, (in Slereo) fl' X

Weekend Magazine

[Pro Football Weekly

Coech BilCowher
New Edge

| World Wrestling Federation Superstars

■■llMJ3.lfr»IilIIJ3l.lfrI'lMJ3»ftIijlMJ3
O)

©
CD
CD
$

TBA

TBA

To Be Announced

[To Be Announced

TBA

|Uttle House on the Prairie

Movie: -Police Academy 2: Their First Assujnmenr

Gary Pinks! Blackney

Movie: "A Message From Ho«y"(i992. Drama)

NFL on NBC X

reRFrjosbell: New England Patriots al Baimore Ravens (Live) X

Gunsmoke

Mews X

CBS News

60 Minutes (In!

Touched by an Angel X Presidential Debate (In Stereo Live) X

NewsX

UedicineW iman

Paid Prog. |Gro. Pains

NewsX

ABC News

Perot'96

Lois t Clerk-Superman

Presidential Debate (In Slereo Live) X

NewsX

Siskal

TwoX

3rd Rock

Presidential Debate (In Stereo Lrvei X [Analysis

Used Cars

Editors

TBA

Presidential Debate (Live) X

Mystery! Olrver-s Travels" X

NFL Football: InrJanapoks Colts al Butlalo Bits From Rich Stadium (Live) X

Dateline i in Slereo) X

American Experience: TR. the Story

Firing Line

Contrary

National Geographic

Wisdom of Faith

Market

AdamSm.

McLaughlin |McLaughlin Nova (In Slereo) X

Lawrence Welk Show

Hometime

Workshop

Old House | Baking

Desserts

Quilts

Sewing

Lawrence Welk Show

Wishbone

[Gourmet

AdamSm. |Joumal

Wishbone

Nattonal Geographic

Mad-Vou

TBA

KwikWiB

Could K Be a Miracle

Foz NFL Sunday!

NFL Football Green Bay Packers al Chicago Bears From Soldier Fek) I

NFL

Auto Show [WeilS!

Hopalong

Amencan Gladiators «

Eztremista

Viper "MG-89"

Star Trek

Ueduss Truth

|MovieMri^iljaLa7(19eO)GaosR3^^

[Hopalong

© Movie: ***Vi "Baclrro He Future "(1985. Fantasy)
CAI SLE STATIONS

Movie: 'Western

GOTO"

[Court TV

|Coaat Gu

Movie: ••• -At the flight Moves' (1963. Dramai

BTettBuB*r|Onefe3h^Movie^iTvBrv^^
ESPN (ii 30: NFL Countdown Major League Baseball Playoffs: Divisional Round Game 4 or 5 - Teams TBA
[America
Movie: •* "The Legend ol 8ir?« Jean" [First Look
HBO Movie:
SC College Football Eastern Michigan al Ohio. (R)
SCIFI In Space

|SFVoriei

|AJien Nation X

USA Movie:*** "AmajngStones TheMowe"(i989)

ijj

JJ

j

1 Videos

[Movie:... "Ho»a"( 1992) Jack Nicholson
Emergency Criminals

TfckX

|Dream On

NFLPnmeume

NewsX

|Keeneland |Thor'bred

Movie: *** "Amazing Stones The Movie v~(1992) Movie: "Seasons of me Heart" (1996) Terry Fane«

Austin City Limits (R)

|(0tf Air)

Movie:* -. -8*>oOsporr( 19881
TBA

[Sports Xlra Home Imp.

TBA

Karaoke

Transition

Talk

Movie: «•• "StirCra7v"(1! 5)GeneWs«i^^l0l^«i^lTheCrtl«^PoH
PGA Golf Las Vegas Invitational - Final Round.

Basebal

Buckeye

Racing

Movie: .** -Amazing Stones The Vcvie/ni 9891

JJJJJJ J

Sports Updats

Star Trek: 30 Years and Beyond {In Steico) X

J Palemo |Nick Saban Lloyd Carr

Scoreboard | Motorcycle RKing

|TBA

Movie: •* "Across the Tracks' (1991. Drama)

Movie: «*'> "Or. JetyJ and Us Hyde' Movie: ...'j "fcrresl Gump" (1994) Tom Hanks 'PG-13'X

Movie: **'i Tiresfarter"(1984) DawJ Keith X

j

[Washington Cathedral

Movie:.. fiar«man_(1994)'PG-13' Movie: •• "Tnr»eAmigosr-(i9e6)Chevy Chase.

Movie: Carver's Gate" (1996) Mxhaei Pare. X

JJ JJJJ

|Amerlcan Experience: TR. me Story

Uaior League Baseball Playoffs: Divisional Round Game 5 -Teams TBA

Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Star Trek: Voyager X

Mai or League Baseball Playoffs: Divisional Round Game 4 or 5 - Teams TBA

[Boston

NHL Preview (R)

Movie: *** The Thrig"(i982, Horror) Kurt Russell Sightings (R) X
Pacific Blue m Slercoi

|Major League Basroail Playolts

Movie: •••'. "Buverieart"(i955) Mel Gibson. W

Motorsports Hour (R)

Motorcycle Racing

Cycle World iBi

Sport

Flash''Pilot" X

Robocop: Tha Series

Trailer Park |SF Vortex

CNet

Silk Slalkings (In Slercoi Big Eaay "Crawdaddy"

Silk Slalkings (In Stereo) Reel Wild

f.JJjjjjagjJJ.j.JJi

j'a'a'3'a'a'j'.i -i -i ft J'J' j-a-a'j'a"j'a'j,3'3.a,a,a-j-j'j'3'a-a'J'J'3'3';

The 1 996 KEY YEARBOOK IS HERE!
Pick yours up in 28 West Hall

• '■'■'ri'rl'rrrrrrrrrri'rrrrrrri'ri'rrri'rrrri,V1ri>TI'l>inrV»1rVVinnnrT

$2.00 Fare
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
▼
$1.00 Fare
For Elderly (65*), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Adulf
Transit I.D. Card Required
• Available at Grant's Administrator's Office,
354-6203

▼

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access &
Group Seating
▼

Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
Service Area: Bowling Green
Please lei driver know how many
persons will be riding

This service is financed in pad
from operating assistance grant
trom ODOT A FTA

r.'»'»"a''«'M'is'is'«'M'»l'a'i'sl'»l"iiii"sl"«l"sl"i

It's time to Re-THINK!
-o -

S33C

A em
A1«VE
»

141 W. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

\

Reduce
Reuse
Recycle
>s
Remember!

|{.<;. Taxi
.{.")2-»7,»f>
in. -

hour Ix-lorc service is needed.

2ZZE

tfn.atr.x~
Hair - Skin - Cosmetics
A CUT ABOVE
WELCOMES

Nikki Bingham
li$2?00oTaHaiSitN
^ or $5.00 off a
^
Perm
> expires October 18, 1996

BGSU Recycling Program 372-8909

354-8533

